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Jt COMING JANUARY 13™ TO A CRYPT-PLEX NEAR YOU I lllfil II UNiyffiSAI.

Send a postcard with your name, address and phone number to:

Cyber Surfer, 475 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016

Entries must be received by February 1, 1995.

Contest open to residents of the continental United States only.
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Re-live the ultimate STAR TREK® adventure on your

Nintendo Game Boy® or Sega™ Game Gear™!

Based on the smash-hit Paramount

Pictures release, STAR TREK®

GENERATIONS: BEYOND

THE NEXUS™ puts you in the

middle of the most

mission of the U.S.S. Enterprise™!

On this voyage, a bizarre phenomenon brings two of

the Starship Enterprise’s most famous

crews together! You’ll work side-

by-side with characters from the

original STAR TREK series

and the syndicated hit

series STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION®! It’s an

incredible adventure in the 24th century!

• Based on Paramount Pictures’ seventh STAR TREK

motion picture!

• Encounter Klingon and

Romulan starships in

simulated 3-D space!

AVAILABLE NOW!

This official seal is your

assurance that this product

meets the highest quality

standards of SEGA™. Buy

games and accessories with

Rated by V.R.C

Jg OFFICIAL ^mm EJW UAL 09 Wr
QUALITY jjr

this seal to be sure that they

are compatible with the SEGA™
GAME GEAR™ SYSTEM.

Appropriate for !

all audiences,
j

|

Centra Aud.e ret

The Video Game Rating Council, it’s rating system, symbols and

indicia are trademarks of Sega of America, Inc. © 1993 Sega.

GAME GEAR GAMEBOY
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CyberSurfer presents
The First-Issue-Super-Special-C3ala-Fantabulous

Reader’s Questionaire
Answer Fabulous Questions!

A chance to win fabulous prizes! Which fabulous prizes?!?

Uh...well...we think there may be some subscriptions to be had.

Name

How old are you?

Please describe your computer:

Srand

Model / CPU

Amount of RAM / HD

Do you own a CD-ROM drive? Yes / No

If yes, what speed lx 2x 3x 4x

Do you own a sound card? Yes / No

If Yes, what type

Do you own a joystick? Yes / No

If Yes, what type

Do you own a modem? Yes / No

If Yes, what speed

How many CD-ROMs do you own?

What is your favorite CD-ROM?

What online service(s) do you use?

AOL CompuServe <3Enie

Delphi E-World

Other (please specify)

Please send completed questionnaires to:

CyberSurfer Questionnaire do Starlog

475 Park Avenue South

New York, New York 10016

How often do you login:

Everyday

A couple of times a week.

Once a week.

Once every couple of weeks.

Once a month or less.

Do you use the Internet? Yes / No

If yes, what services do you use on the internet

(check all that apply)?

FTP World Wide Web

Usenet Newsgroups MUDs

Others

What’s your e-mail address (optional):

List your favorate bands:

What game systems do you own:

Sega Nintendo Super Nintendo

Game Soy 3D0 CD-I

Other

What are your favorite arcade games?
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The choice is yours - you are captain of the largest, most

powerful submarine on the TV airwaves, the seaQuest!

Many dangerous underwater adventures await you, and you

will need all of the resources of the seaQuest and her crew.

The future is in your hands!
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Every week I receive

about 10 boxes filled with the

latest CD-ROMs, software,
online service accounts and
hardware. About 60% of it is

absolute crap and I wind up
giving it away or showing it to

friends as a goof. Another
30% is OK, but I would proba-

bly feel ripped off if I spent
my hard-earned money on it.

Of the last 10%, about 5% is

good, 3% is great and about
2% is amazing. So how are

you, as the paying customer,

supposed to know if the latest

CD-ROM you are about to

spend $60 on is crap, ok,

good, great or amazing? Well,

that’s what we’re here to do.

Each issue we are going
to do our best to bring you the

latest, greatest and not-so-

greatest CD-ROMs, video
games, online services, BBSs,
Internet highlights and basi-

cally anything else groovy you
can do with your PC. OK that’s

pretty cool, but what else are

we going to do? Well for one,

we are going to be totally

objective.

We tell it like it is (to be
honest I wouldn’t be editor if

we couldn’t) . So, if we review

a game and it sucks we will

tell you “it sucks.” If it’s killer,

we’ll tell you “it’s killer” and
why. If you disagree with a

review, send us an e-mail and
we’ll print it. We don’t pull

punches: period, end of story.

You will see a rating box

in each product review. Each
game is rated out of five stars

and we sometimes give half

stars. One star or less means
the product is pretty bad and
probably not worth buying.
Two stars means the disk is

OK, but unless you are really

into it don’t waste your time.

Three stars means that the

product is good and that you
might consider picking it up.

Four stars means we are real-

ly impressed and that this is a

product that you should pick

up. Right off the bat I will tell

you we have not seen any-
thing out there that ranks as 5
stars. Even Myst and Tie

Fighter, two of the greatest

things out there, only got 4

1/2 stars.

So enjoy this issue, send
us some feedback and stay

tuned for an even bigger and
better second issue on the
stands sometime in March.

Peace,

Jason
The CyberSurfer

cybrsrfr@pipeline.com

By the way... if you think

you can do a better job then

us at reviewing CD-ROMs
then prove it. We are always
looking for writers with atti-

tude and style to review prod-

ucts. Just send me a brief bio

and a CD-ROM review and I’ll

get back to you.
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NOTHING, NOTHING CAN PREPARE YOUR PC AND 32X.
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NOTHING, NOTHING CAN PREPARE YOU... for the real

arcade action of Mortal Kombat® II. Trade up to faster game

play, realistic character animation, bone-crunching music

and sound f/x of the arcade smash! Brutal special moves,

Friendships, Babalities, hidden surprises, crushing combos

and outrageous finishing moves are yours to kommand.

Let the Kombat Kontinue! !

!

PC CD-ROM
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MORTAL KOMBAT® II © 1993 Licensed from Midway Manufacturing Company. All rights reserved. Sega & 32X are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All rights reserved. Acclaim is a division of Acclaim Entertainment. Inc.

® & © 1994 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.



The rebels^are unprepared for our attack.
* Signal Pic4«. Admiral Thrawn to launch his

Tl£%quadrons immediately!
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It’s the moment you've' been training for. As
cadet of Starfleet Academy™ your next move
is crucial to the safety of your crew, not to
mention your reputation at the 8C6dGmy.

So prepare to beam aboard the bridge of a
Federation™ battle cruiser of one of four •

.

other vessels including the Romulan Bird-of-

Prey™, or the Klingon " battle cruiser, and
take command. * ’• ;

With over 1 5 inte rise mis
your skills at Sta

j i.i r *

you !l fir

Software ©1 994 trrierpioy Productions. All rights reserved. ® & ©1994 Paramount Pictures.

Ah rights reserved STAR TREK is a Registered Trademark of Paramount Pictures. Interplay

Productions Authorized User. Starfleet Academy is o trademark of Interplay Productions.

THIS OFFICIAL SEAL IS YOUR ASSURANCE THAT NINTENDO HAS APPROVED THE QUALITY OF

THIS PRODUQ. ALWAYS LOOK FOR THIS SEAL WHEN BUYING GAMES AND ACCESSORIES TO

ENSURE COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY WITH YOUR SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM.

NINTENDO AND THE OFFICIAL SEAL ARE TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA.
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ACCLAIM/CYBERSURFER

TRUE LIES SWEEPSTAKES:

475 Park Avenue South,

New York, NY 10016

SYSTEMS OWNED: (Check all that apply) NES® SUPER NES® GAME BOY®

3D0 GENESIS™ GAME GEAR™ SEGA™ CD™ JAGUAR

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY APRIL 31, 1995

This contest is open to all, except employees (and freelancers) associated with Twentieth Century Fox, Lightstorm Entertainment, Acclaim Entertainment, The StarLog

Group and all of their affiliates, subsidiaries, suppliers, licensees and advertising agencies. No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited.

All entries must be received in the StarLog offices no later than April 31 , 1 995. A random drawing will be conducted of all postcards. Prizes will be sent out as avail-

able. Please note: no responsibility is assumed for any lost, misdirected or late entries.

TRUE LIES™ TM & © 1994 Lightstorm Entertainment, Inc. Computer Software © 1994 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the

Official Seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1991 Nintendo of America Inc. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd.

Acclaim is a registered trademark of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. © Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved. Screen shots shown are from the Super NES®
version of the video game.

Introducing True Lies™ the video game!

Experience all the intense action of the movie

megabit, plus never-before-seen secret

missions that will test the limits of your super

spy capabilities. To celebrate the release of

True Lies™, the video aame. Acclaim® and

; to win awesom

collectibles, a video a

Whfcs Its wd I ito.

S* nevw

(THREE WINNERS)
One True Lies™ video game cartridge (Sega Genesis™ or Super NES®)

One signed Arnold Schwarzenegger True Lies™ photograph

(ONE WINNER)
One Sega™ Genesis™ or Super l\IES®

video game system

One True Lies™ video game cartridge

(Sega Genesis™ or Super NES®)

One True Lies™ Omega Sector

black cotton cap

One Framed True Lies™ Movie Poster

One sg«l Arnold Schwarzenegger

True Lies™ photograph

(THREE WINNERS)
One True Lies™ Omega Sector black cotton cap

One Framed True Lies™ Movie Poster

(TEN WINNERS)
One Framed True Lies'" Movie Poster
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he massive Jurassic Park is

the brontosaurus of screen

savers. Don’t worry, you
don’t have to keep it in your CD-
ROM drive all the time if you don’t

want to. You can install the mod-
ules you want—or install them all

if you have 60 megabytes to spare!

Instead of digitizing film

clips, the Jurassic Park screen
saver has animated clips inspired

by the movie. The Chase has a T-

Rex, you guessed it, chasing down
a Jeep. When the T-Rex finally

catches up you get to see The
Kill—you hear a crunch occur off

screen then a bunch of jeep parts

go flying by. Kind of weak. This

theme carries throughout the

screen saver. All of the scary,

gruesome scenes are cut out! I can v -ft"

just hear the executives over at

Asymetrix: “Jurassic Park was the

highest grossing movie of all

time—it will be the perfect screen

saver!” Well, it would be one of

the best screen savers if you had-

n’t taken out all the best scenes!

There is a Jurassic Park
Information Control Center that

lets you customize the screen

saver, wallpaper, sounds and pass-

word protection. Other modules
that are worth checking out are

The Hunt, Jurassic Park
Encyclopedia, Nedry’s Adventure

(don’t you just hate that guy?) and
of course Objects Are Closer Than
They Appear. —j.c.

w
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After having rocked

North America

—

what’s next for the

Beastie Boys, kings of

1993’s Lollapalooza?

The world’s premier
hip-hop/hardcore punk
trio are now coming to a

screen near you. No, it’s

not the full length version

of Sabotage (although if

there is a God in Heaven I will

live to see this)

.

The Beastie Boys are invad-

ing your computer screens with the

111 Communication screen
saver. Along with danc-

ing lyrics and an 111

Communication song
list, MCA, Ad-Rock and

Mike D are featured

in action sequences

the golf

course, playing
basketball and
kung-fu fight-

in’. Where else can you
watch the Beasties riding

in a police cruiser being rained on
by doughnuts?

By now you’re probably say-

ing to yourself, “Gee it sounds
groovy, where can I get me one—
and what does it cost?” The pro-

gram can be found on many online

services and it doesn’t cost you
one red cent. The program was put

out as a promotion item free to

fans. It has been on CompuServe
and AOL since last summer. Try

your favorite online service to see

if they have the screen saver.

We here at CyberSurfer hope
other record companies will realize

that in order to promote their

artists online they need to offer

fans something that is useful or

entertaining—rather than more
boring ads.

—K.W.
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K kids of the eighties,

remember those classic

arcade games that used to

eat your allowance up in an after-

noon? Well they’re back in the

Microsoft Arcade package and
they’re as addictive as ever.

Asteroids, Battlezone, Centipede,

Missile Command and the fast

paced Tempest are now icons on
your Windows desktop. The whole

collection of games comes on one

disk, the installation took all of 2

minutes and they will run on any
machine that can run Windows—
which you can’t say about most
CD-ROM games.

Amazingly these games are

as timeless as ever. Once I started

playing Missile Command it all

came back—defending my cities

and missile bases and doing the

“sweep” maneuver to blanket the

whole screen with bombs. God, I

miss the that track ball! Even the

cool monotone sound effects are

back. The pounding bass of

MICROSOFT ARCADE SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

1

y Any PC which can run Windows

WHERE TO FIND MICROSOFT ARCADE

> Published by Microsoft

y Average Street Price—$19.95

One groovy feature that

I wish I had back in 1982
is the ability to

customize the game.

Asteroids (dum dum dum dum)
brought back a lot of after-school

memories.

Microsoft has been incredibly

true to the original games—only

adapting the controls—you use the

mouse instead of the trackball in

Centipede and Missile Command or

the spinning knob in Tempest. The
only game that really loses some-
thing in the transition is Tempest.

Using a mouse instead of the spin-

ning knob just doesn’t cut it.

One groovy feature that I

wish I had back in 1982 is the

ability to customize the game. For

example, in Asteroids you can set

_______

REVlEV-A<Tlo
I

the number of lives, points needed

for bonus life, spaceship speed,

missile range, asteroid speed, fly-

ing saucer speed, flying saucers

appearance rate and the flying

saucer firing delay. Changing the

speed makes for the most fun.

Quick Help is included every time

you load the game (don’t worry it

can be turned off) and a history of

the games and strategies are

included under help. Sometimes
simple is better then complex. ©

MICROSOFT ARCADE IN BRIEF:

fv i v 'y? :

-

.

|>v I

5 y yy
• —

PROS: Simple fun for everyone’s

Windows desktop.—

—

_ i

.....Mm
.

CONS: Tempest doesn’t work

with a mouse.

MICROSOFT ARCADE BREAKDOWN

Game Play Acceptable

Video/Graphics Dull

Sound/Music Average

Difficulty Moderate

<Y£ER25UR.fER. / WSjU^RY iqqs 15
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only eight songs played in their

entirety. It relies heavily on clips

from the Woodstock documentary,

which is a far better source of this

experience.

Tripping. The paths to enter
Woodstock are labeled: Music,
Time and Place, Backstage,
Performers, and People. The rea-

son for this CD, and the reason

anyone showed up on Max
Yasgur’s farm 25 years ago in the

first place, was Rock and Roll. The
two paths dealing with this, Music

and Performers are pretty thin.

Music allows you to play one of

eight songs. You can also look at

its lyric sheet while photos appear

on the screen. OOOOHHH! It’s not

that visually exciting and people

still have not yet thrown away
their stereos.

Performers is a little better

suited to exploiting your comput-
er’s bells and whistles. After click-

ing on a rock star’s face, you get to

choose from the sections of a

peace symbol titled

album, bio, movie or pic-

tures. The brief bio is

among the best features

on the whole disk (Hey,

I thought he overdosed

on a different drug!).

There are only a couple

of pictures and four

albums per artist. The
clips from the movie are

under a minute.
Considering you are only

going to care about a

few of the artists, this

gets old quick.

The other paths
make a case for

Woodstock as history.

You can look at what
was front page news on
the days of the event.

There are more faces

from the documentary
trying to make sense of

the whole event. The
older faces belong to

locals reacting to the

invading hippie army.

I

n the never-ending quest to

profit off a poorly planned rock

concert from 25 years ago,

Time-Warner brings us the

Woodstock: 25 Years CD-ROM, a

collection of film clips, lyric sheets,

photos and music. As an interac-

tive experience, it’s just like being

at the concert! Except of course

without the drugs, nudity, rain-

storm, hunger, fatigue, bad fash-

ion and, oh yeah, there’s no Jimi

Hendrix. Instead of Hendrix play-

ing The Star Spangled Banner, we
get Joan Baez and Crosby Stills

and Nash. Far out, man!
Woodstock Fever. As you may
have guessed, Woodstock hype,

either from corporations seeking

my money or from hippies young
and old who use it to justify their

lives, usually makes me want to

puke. Even putting that aside, I do

not see the reason for this disk.

It’s not comprehensive. Only four-

teen artists are profiled. There are
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Click the

“Take Me Higher

button to go

back to the

previous screen.

These songs

are featured

in the "MUSIC

and the

"PERFORMERS
paths.

Click on a song to

hear some of it.

Read the lyrics.

See pictures of

the band and

album covers.

These songs

also provide the

soundtrack to

the paint game

feature.

There is a where-are-they-

now game matching anonymous
concertgoers to their current jobs

(“Look that guy in the tye-dye

fringe is now a corporate lawyer? I

can’t believe it!) There is some
newly shot footage of people
speaking about what the concert

means to them.

WOODSTOCK SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

V MPC Compatible PC

> PC with 366DX/25MHz or Higher

> &M3 RAM

> 5 MS of Hard Drive space

> VGA+ Graphics

(640 x 460 x 256 colors)

> MPC-compatible Double-Speed

CD-ROM Prive with a minimum

300 K6/sec transfer rate

H
y MPC-compatible Sound Card

y Mouse or compatible pointer

y Microsoft Windows 3.1

WHERE TO FIND WOOPSTOCK

y Published by Time Warner Interactive

y Average Street Price—$49.95

Another feature is Woodstock
Scrapbook, a collection of concert

photos. Even the best of these are

only interesting once.

Make art. not war. The best fea-

ture on Woodstock 25 is called

psychedelic paintbrush. Using your

keyboard and mouse you can cre-

ate pictures that resemble an acid

trip. You are given a choice of

images which you can drag across

the screen with the images piling

on top of each other.

The choices range from a

rotating peace sign to pulsating

blobs to clusters of brightly colored

footprints among others. The
result is intended to be similar to

the trailing phenomena after

ingesting psychedelics. Even this

feature is limited by the choice of

images.

You can’t create your own
images. Also there are different

screens and you cannot mix and
match images from one screen

with those of another. This feature

was fun—I recommend playing it

in a darkened room. After a while,

a throbbing pink bird will be tem-

porarily burned into your retinas.

A qualm with this feature is you
get the feeling of not actually

being creative but, rather playing

in somebody else’s creativity.

Prescription. If you really feel the

need to get interactive about your

nostalgia go cover yourself in mud,
take your drugs of choice and rent

the damn video. Time-Warner has

been kind enough to re:release the

documentary. ©

WOODSTOCK 25 YEARS IN BRIEF:

PROS: Some of it looks nice

—

Psychedelic Paintbrush.

CONS: Skimpy tunage. No
Hendrix. They don’t even have

enough text.

WOODSTOCK BREAKDOWN
Sound/Music Average

Interface Manageable

Replay Value Occasional

Video/Graphics Average

Scope Moderate

—K.W.
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T
his music CD-ROM is for the

fan only. Only a fan of ^
(formerly known as Prince)

could stand this much egomania.

The program begins with a short

video clip of ^ performing a new
song (“Interactive”) written specif-

ically for this ROM. You can then

begin play by clicking on a virtual

CD-ROM disc and hitting Play.

Symbolism. You enter into the

main lobby of ^’s fantasy palace.

A huge replica of the *¥* symbol
twirls over your head in this room
of white marble. But don’t try to

go through the doors until you’ve

turned every symbol in the room
with a click of your mouse. Once
you’ve made all of the doors acces-

sible, there are seven places you
can go: the foyer, library, grand
hallway, dance club, boudoir, vir-

tual video room and candle room.

The CD-ROM has some
game-solving aspects to it, but

each puzzle is fairly simple and
does not require a high IQ to figure

out. As you walk around the vari-

ous rooms and corridors, you will

discover hidden pieces of the T
symbol, which join together at the

end of the game and trigger the

final video. There are a few smaller

puzzles along the way, the best of

which are the trivia related ones. I

tested my memory to see if I could

pick out the release dates of each

of ^’s albums, based on the

album cover which was displayed

and the music being played. In

solving the puzzles, you can make
as many mistakes as you want.

You don’t have to start over, you
will not die or lose a game. It is

just try and try again. This ROM is

obviously not made to test your
game skills, but rather to just

make you feel like you are getting

an inside view of ‘F

.

In terms of navigation, this

ROM is like Myst—all point and
click. Directions, however, are not

always clear. Sometimes if you
click right, you will only turn 180

degrees. At other times, you will

turn 90 or even 45 degrees. This

makes it hard to tell when you
have made a perpendicular turn or

if you are headed back the way
that you just came.

Self-worshipping. To be com-
pletely honest, I found the

Interactive experience on the

whole a little sickening. Every
room is decorated with images of
4
T*—his albums hanging and his

music playing in the background.

If you go to the Dance Club, you
can listen to short videos of Eric

Clapton, Stevie Wonder and Little

Richard praising for his amaz-

ing talent. If we are supposed to

believe that ^ likes this virtual

world and if this is supposed to be

like a place in which he would
choose to live, then I wonder if we
are supposed to feel comfortable

trying to squeeze in with his huge
ego. Facing the multitude of 'T

images on the walls, in the sky
(the •¥* symbol forms a constella-

tion out of the stars visible from
the “bedroom”), the gold records,

pictures and morphs all around,

we are so inundated with that

the whole experience becomes suf-

focating. Who needs it?

Something's missing. When I

went to see the film Purple Rain, I

knew it was fiction, but I still felt

like I got to know something about

what Prince represented. The
story-line about the father who
wrote music and never became
famous, the love-rejection story

and Prince’s dream of making a

living playing music gave him
some substance, some human
character. I was hoping for a simi-

lar kind of depth in this CD-ROM.
Instead, it was full of fluff.

Anybody who has followed

16 <YB-ER.5UR.fER / RY 1695
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Interactive

is one of

the best

musical CD-ROMs
I've seen so far

in terms of

video and sound
quality.

the career of ^ could have put

together this CD-ROM. There is no
insight into the man behind the

scenes, which is what we should

expect from a release entitled

“Interactive.” I wanted to interact

with ^ ,
not just his gold records.

The makers of this ROM could

have included a virtual image of

the real live *¥* as your host. That

would have made the experience

worthwhile, to see how he talks

and moves off of the stage. The
problem with this ROM is that you
just don’t feel like you know much
more about him when you leave

than you knew when you entered

PRINCE INTERACTIVE SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

> Multimedia PC Level 2

436SX 25 MHz or faster

> Microsoft Windows (3.1 or Higher)

> Sound Card; CD-ROM Drive

> 3 M3 of RAM; Hard Drive

> Hard Drive with 5 M3 free

WHERE TO FIND PRINCE INTERACTIVE

> Published by Graphix Zone

> Phone ???-???-????

> Suggested Retail Price—$??.??

>

'PS?' :

uf. ' ?mmw " tv \

wm
-

-

(coming from someone who isn’t a

devoted fan)

.

Music is his middle name.
Despite my complaints about the

overall content of Interactive, this

ROM is one of the best musical

ROMs I’ve seen so far in terms of

video and sound quality. In the

virtual video room, we get to see

three full length videos in thou-

sands of colors, which is a major

perk. The video quality morphs are

also fun to look at—they can be

found in various pictures on the

walls (and vases in the hallways).

Click on the picture to see a current

image of T morph into a past

image and then trace a history of

his various images through the

years from the beginning of his

career to the present. You can lis-

ten to hits in stereo quality in

the dance club, and appreciate

some of his better videos, in the

virtual video room.

I also liked the library

because the red corvette phone
activates a secret door, which is

the only secret passage in the

game. One other scene I got a kick

out of was ^’s closet, which
allows you to pull out each of his

most famous outfits on hangers,

just as you might be tempted to do

in his real home, exclaiming “This

outfit is just too

Single, male *» seeks %. Overall

this CD-ROM is not very intrigu-

ing— I didn’t learn much new
information about ^ and it didn’t

enhance my current level of inter-

est in him. I would give this ROM
a high rating for music and video,

but I could get that out of a good
television or stereo just as easily.

Not much effort was made by the

creators of Interactive to give their

audience an experience worth hav-

ing a second time. ©

sound.

IU DDIEC.
Hi older

•

RINCE

PROS: Top quality video and

..v""

CONS: When I was done, 1 didn’t

feel I knew anything more about

<¥* than I did when I started.

'RINCE INTERACTIVE BREAKDO
----- - '

* z --
l'X ; ^ "--y

, --
ju. _ JX u -

..

Sound/Music . Exception;

' ics ... Outstanding

Interface Effective

Replay Value Occasional

—L.S.
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T
his disk is so ill-conceived, so

unenjoyable and contains so

many problems that I was
shocked to find the designers used

their real names in the credits.

Everything about this disk screams

“vanity publishing.” My guess is

that the two sisters who make up
Heart pulled together the royalty

checks from “Magic Man” in a last

ditch attempt to make themselves

feel like rock stars. Unfortunately,

that money didn’t go as far as they

hoped—the best Heart could come
up with was Bob Hamilton’s
Lifeworks Series.

Since the legions of Heart
fans has dwindled over the years

few people will be subjected to the

hideous interface

that guides you
through 20 years of

home movies from

one of the most
boring bands in the

world. I was
amazed at the lack

of creativity that

went into the

design of the inter-

face. The creators

didn’t even have
the good sense to

rip off someone
more talented than

themselves. The
program is broken

down into three

parts: “The Show,”

“The Stage” and
“Notes.” Once you
enter one of them,

you can’t jump to

another without
exiting back into

Windows.

As you might expect, The
Show is a multimedia extravagan-

za where you can see the Wilson

sisters morph from children into

adults. You are also taken through

the Epic story of Heart’s 20 year

rise to the top (and subsequent fall

into near obscurity). The Stage is

basically the same stuff from The
Show, except that you have more
control to jump around to the more
interesting parts of Hearts career

—

that is if you find any of this infor-

mation intriguing. And of course

Notes explains the architecture of

the program. The Icons are straight

out of the Windows WingDings
font. The most bizarre aspect of

the program is that your mouse,

instead of controlling a pointer,

moves a little box around the

screen. All of this adds up to an
interface that can only be
described as goofy.

As for the information avail-

able on the disk, even diehard

Heart fans are going to have a

hard time staying interested. Do
you really want to see an eight

year old Nancy Wilson walking to

school in the snow? How about the

Wilson’s mom

HEART 20 YEARS CD SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

. :.\.y ® .. Wi> g m IS M SS| 'i 1
y 16 bit Sound Card

y b Mb of RAM; 16 Mb is recommended

y Microsoft Windows (3.1 or higher)

CD-ROM Drive

y SVGA with 640x460 32K color driver

WHERE TO FIND HEART 20 YEARS CD

Published by New CD Music Show

Average Street Price—$55.95

Z0 CYE'ER.^URfER / R.Y m5>
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*1

June 1976
3razy On You
becomes first

)S hit followed

by "Magic
Man"

1977

Amnesty
declared,

they return to

Seattle. .sign

new deal with

Epic/Portrait

records

1983

I

Fourth LP
"Dog &

Butterfly*

(likewise a

smash..."

Straight

On" is a

hit single

1 1982-Guitarist I

Mark Andes
and drummer

Denny
|Carmassi join

the band

1 977-Llttle Queen
spawns 3 hits

including top 1

1

"Barracuda"

Magazine
LP goes

platinum..

"Heartless**

is biggest

single

1 985-Heart

signs with

Capitol records

and new era

begins with LP
simply called

"Hearf *..it

becomes their

1st#1 LP

'These
Dreams"

became 1st

Heart #1

single..also

top ten with

'•What About

Love", and
"Nothin At

All"

1990-

"Brigade" LP
goes double

platinum and
has smash hit

I

"All I Wanna
Do Is Make
Love To You"

"Desire

Walks On"
becomes
Hearts 3rd

LP...with

"Black On
Black” and i

"Will You
Be There"

out of the

box as hit

singles

S33l1jl3-
Fi Fi u.

*
1 u V|

boa

talking about when the girls got

interested in music? Want to know
what it’s like growing up in

Seattle—before grunge hit? I

learned about all of the above and
somehow my life still seems some-

what empty. To put it another way,

I got this disk for free and still felt

ripped off.

To be fair, if you are a Heart

fan, I guess you would want to

skip all the nonsense and go
straight to the music video and live

performance section. Or you could

check out the one new song that is

provided on the disk. Personally

I was amazed at the lack of creativity

that went into the design of the interface.

TVC'<

BE FR&
the peopled

i leaders wifi

Ann and Haney come
Home from Canada

iS«4AR THE
, . 'vii;dv». f

0ttLY*GAM£

WE KNOW? ? m

I’d rather see a music video on a

large, clear television screen, but

I’m just funny that way. The best

aspect of “Heart: 20 years of Rock
and Roll” is that it’s just the right

size to make a great coaster. ©

HEART 20 YEARS CD IN BRIEF:

PROS: Will soon be in the bargain

bin of your local computer store.

Makes a great gift for people you

don’t like.
| *

| / jf

4
'
s £ Ip Jf§j

llll

CONS: Very few people remember

Heart. Evil interface. Waste of

valuable natural resources to

produce. Gives back nothing in

the form of entertainment.

_______

HEART 20 YEARS CD BREAKDOWN

Sound/Music Average

Video/Graphics Pull

Interface Frustrating

Replay Value None

—F.S.K.

iqq^ £1
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nary of film terms from

How to Read a Film by

James Monac which are

all well written and very

helpful. They come in

pretty handy when
reading the reviews.

Any clarification you
may need is just a

mouse-click away. You can finally

find out what exactly is a “best

boy” or what “A.S.C.” means in a

film’s credits.

The main body of Cinemania
‘94 is great. It is informative and
easy to navigate. There are tons of

hypertext links in every review.

Hypertext links are Cinemania
‘94’s strongest feature. You can

jump around from an actor’s name
or from another film mentioned in

the text. Using these links you can

just keep surfing through the disk.

Go from Pulp Fiction director

Quentin Tarantino to Charlie

Chaplin in five steps. A few steps

more will take you to D.W. Griffith

and the birth of cinema.

Exploring Cinemania. The search

feature is also excellent. You can

customize your searches—doing
searches for only particular types

of movies, by time frame, by per-

With over 19,000 movie
reviews you are going to

have a hard time finding a

CD-ROM more jam-packed with

film facts than Microsoft’s

Cinemania ‘94. Unfortunately the

bulk of them are only reviewed by
Leonard Maltin.

For your information. The
sources Microsoft used were
already published film guides.

Leonard Maltin’s Film and
Video Guide contributes over

19,000 capsule reviews. Each of

these reviews are about three or

four sentences deep. Roger Ebert

contributes over 1200
reviews from his book,
Roger Ebert’s Video
Companion 1994. These
are standard daily news-
paper review length. A
little more high-falutin’

criticism comes from
Pauline Kael, critic for

the New Yorker for over

two decades. Over 2,500

brief reviews are from
her opus, 5,001 Nights

at the Movies.

There are also a

couple of film encyclope-

dias along with a dictio-

Action!

®i*si luMKf C», 1W «*•>»» nurrt*

swf <vtms «* mo* cst~-. prw*t«
tftvMtig*tor saw $p*a* eo9*r« etos«

ofl trw ~euck Bird ' wvowt »t

THErtm.TEsera.coN.

Click a topic

to re\n*w it

If you can't find any of these movies

in your town, don t worry...

CINEMANIA 94 SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

y Multimedia PC (3B6SX or higher)

> 2 MB of RAM

y 4 MB of free hard disk space

> CD-ROM drive

y Sound board

> VGA (for 16-color support)

y VGA+ (for full 256-color support)

y MS-D06 (3.1 or higher)

y Microsoft Windows (3.1 or higher)

y Mouse or compatible pointing device

y Headphones or speakers

WHERE TO FIND CINEMANIA ‘94

y Published by Microsoft

y Average Street Price—$55.95
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David BowieLeonard Bernstein
Using the hypertext

hot links in Cinemania

articles, you can trace

some exotic paths

between performers.

Orson Welles Don Knotts

MadonnaCary Grant

Here are some of the

connections we made-

including the number

of steps we took.

-

son or by critical reaction. So with

minimal effort you can search for,

say, four star Westerns made since

1970 or Academy Award winning

comedies starring Jack Lemmon.
If you can’t find any of these

movies in your town, don’t worry.

There is a list of good video stores

who do business by mail.

Other info includes video and
laser disc availability, running
time, rating and whether the film

is black and white or color.

Cinemania ‘94 also has full listings

of Oscar winners and nominees.

In terms of CD-ROM multime-

dia—there are only twenty film

clips. This is the biggest drawback
of the disk. After going through all

the other features you will defi-

nitely want to see motion pictures.

There are, however, hundreds of

still photos of films—along with

music and dialogue clips.

Who needs this? Cinemania ‘94

is a good introduction to film-buff-

dom for anyone who is just getting

into film or is only aware of recent

cinema. Those who are already

very knowledgeable will find great

value in its complete fil-

mographies and reason-

ably good biographies.

However, every
movie listed in a filmog-

raphy is not necessarily

reviewed. Certain films

have an abundance of

information while others

receive only two sen-

tence descriptions.

The bulk of the

movies included in

Cinemania ‘94 are pretty

mainstream. Your
favorite cult films will

probably be mentioned

gvtrvtcw
j
opyons

j
'fr-aci.

Microsoft Cinemania '?4
Award ust UttM*fc*r 1

s

jfPSS
~ ||jf| £|§ ^;j|

$51 131W j

Occupation Actress

Earth Name Edda van Heemstr* Hepburn-fcuston

torn: May -4, l?29, Ea-uasels, farlgium

Died. January 20, \993, Tolochenar near
Lausanne, Switzerland

Education Arnhem Conservatory (ballet)

sracetui fortser (Mil in tisns from mi , Alter swell

Dirts in europesn productions, Htphurn -joined itwnwiet*

prominence in the u* with Bownu Houowv (V9S?i which w*$

foltowftfl py sihilirsy enchant ir>3 per<cir»incei in film*

such es Funny Sece lYKTi end, »s Holly Colightly.

pRCarrasT qt Tifuky's (Wti She proved epeeutiftil,

etegent toil to fatherly older men Caro Cooper . Humphrey

Eooart arm Fred Astaire, a? wen as youna leads ceoroe

tm&jS andA^tFgaQt.

After a mne-yesr aesence trow the screen He&Purn

You can find biographies...

and pictures of over 2,000 movie personalities.

Movies

Features

Extras

'Action*!

EXIT

Cinemania's Demo mode takes you

to popular movies and actors.

here, but you may be disappointed •

with the attention that Microsoft’s

Cinemania ‘94 gives them. ($)

CINEMANIA 94 IN BRIEF:

#ii|

PROS: Reliable movie reference

CD-ROM. Great hypertext links

throughout disk. Complete filmo-
x) r

graphies. Excellent research tool.

CONS: Scant video clips. Most
reviews are only a couple of sen-w

I

tences long. In-depth reviews are

too infrequent. No Ed Wood bio.

CINEMANIA 94 BREAKDOWN
-

*
,« 1

« v-;
< i ,iMv

Scope Comprehensive

Interface Effective

Video/Graphics Average
*

Replay Value Frequent

Sound Average

—K.W.

Tif UN-
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M
"After the election we will have awesome power

with no discipline, that is there won't be another

election coming up to discipline us"

Richard Nixon as quoted by Bob Halderman

in Presidential history. It is an intimate

account that reveals Richard Milhouse

Nixon as one of our century’s most

fascinating and tragic figures. All of

his achievements in establishing rela-

tions with China are ultimately over-

shadowed by the side of him which,

according to journalist Hunter

Thompson, “taps into the ugly and

vicious side of the American charac-

ter.”

A theme running throughout the

diaiy is Nixon’s politics of vengeance.

After winning the 1972 election,

instead of basking in his victory Nixon

“T^or anyone interested in modern

h American politics, H.R. Haldeman

JL diaries. ..is a priceless docu-

ment...better than the best polit-

ical novel,” writes Nixon biog-

rapher Stephen Ambrose in

the introduction to The

Haldeman Diaries: Inside

the Nixon White House,
* which was published as a

CD-ROM as well as a book.

H.R. “Bob” Haldeman was

White House Chief of Staff under

Richard Nixon from 1969 until he was

forced to resign in May of 1973.

During this entire time he would go

home and narrate

his diary into a tape recorder. The

result is a first hand account of some

of the most trying times in our

nation’s history—from the

escalation of the Vietnam

War, and its accompanying

protests, to Watergate and

the ensuing Constitutional

crisis.

Haldeman was one of

Nixon’s closest and most loyal

advisers. In fact, he ended up spending

eight years in prison for his role in the

Watergate cover-up, while Nixon’s

only punishment is his infamous place

1 - Movie Camera 5 - Notebooks

Click here for Table of

Contents window

with the different

sections of the diary

Clips were filmed by

Haldeman while he

was Chief of Staff

2 - Photo Album

Scrapbooks and

White House Archives

6 - Magnifying Glass

Click here to search

for all Diary entries

containing a name,

location or topic

3 - Appointment Book

Diary entries and

presidential schedules

7 - Biography Folders

Clcik for a list of

names taking you to

a brief biography

with text and visual

references

4 - Diary

Diary entries by date

Hypertext links on

people's names take

you to biographies

£4- •CYfcERSURfER. / Y 1995
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before they started

pissing on us." For

Nixon the phrase

“our enemies”

could refer to either

North Vietnam or the Washington
Post.

Sometimes he was more explicit

defining his enemies as “youth, black,

Jew" or “blacks, unions, Democratic

government.” One

method of punish-

ing his enemies
comes from

Haldeman’s diary

entry on

November 11,

1972. “[Nixon]

the
IRS covers all

major Democratic

contributors and

all backers of new
senators.”

Besides the

historical value of

the diaries there is

also their value as

theater. We get to follow all the plots,

feuds and ambitions in the White

House. Believe me, the maneuvering

between Kissinger and Nixon outdoes

anything on Melrose Place.

This is not a

complete history of

the times, but it is an

excellent way of

gaining deeper

understanding of the

events and The Diary

.
style has its draw-

backs. Like any diary

it has its boring

parts.

There is no

overview for anyone

new to these events.

You need to have

some understanding

of the chronology of

the events so you will

know which dates

have the really juicy

parts. Also, we do not

get the events after

Haldeman resigned—

the weeks leading up

to Nixon’s resigna-

tion.

The Haldeman
Diaries is one of the

best CD-ROMs we

sets out “to punish

our enemies.” On
November 8, 1972,

the day after Nixon

won a landslide

victory,
Haldeman’s diary

notes that the

President “wanted

to make sure that

we started pissing

on the Party

HALDEMAN DIARIES SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

> Multimedia PC (366SX or higher)

>4 MS of RAM

> Microsoft Windows (3.1 or higher)

> CD-ROM Drive

> 256 Color Display

^ Sound Card

> Mouse or compatible pointing device

WHERE TO FIND HALDEMAN DIARIES

> Published by SONY Imagesoft

> Average Street Price—$55.95

have come across. Aside from the text

of four and half years of Haldeman’s

journal, there are tons of home movies

and photos, a calendar of all of

Nixon’s appointments and audio clips

of Haldeman recording the diaries. The

navigation system is inventive and

easy to use. ®

HALDEMAN DIARIES IN BRIEF:

'k'k'ki
•

PROS: It’s just amazing that a

document like this exists. Nixon

up close and viscious.

CONS: Diaries have boring

stretches. To get the most out

of this, you need to know the

chronology and how to read

between the lines. Ends before

Nixon resigns.

HALDEMAN DIARIES BREAKDOWN

Scope Definitive

Video/Graphics Average

Interface Effective

Replay Value Occasional

Sound Average

—KM
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VitrMM CD-ROM
T

he era of the Vietnam War
was one of the most turbulent

and bitter periods in our
nation’s history. It has been more
than twenty years now since the

US pulled out of Vietnam, but its

echoes are still heard today. From
questions over President
Clinton’s or Dan Quayle’s

activities during that time to

the Pentagon’s control over

the media in the war with
Iraq—Vietnam continues to

haunt American politics.

Despite this influence I

would wager that most peo-

ple, particularly those who
came of age afterwards,

would have trouble stating

why we were there. For any-

one interested in learning

more about that period there

is now an excellent CD-ROM
on the subject.

Good morning, Viet-ROM. Medio
Multimedia’s Vietnam is an
impressive chronicle of the

Vietnam War. It has a complete

three hundred page book on the

Vietnam War, hundreds of pho-
tographs, eyewitness accounts and

video footage—both of the war
and the domestic reaction to it.

There are also excerpts of govern-

ment documents, both American
and Vietnamese. There are video

interviews with people whose lives

were changed by Vietnam, sol-

diers, protesters, journalists and
even the former head of the CIA.

This disk approaches the
Vietnam War from many view-
points, so the viewers can better

make up their own minds. It is an
objective account that presents

American views of the war—both

for and against—along with a look

at the war from the Vietnamese
perspective.

Medio has gone to great

lengths to achieve an objective his-

tory of the war. There are multiple

footnotes justifying every asser-

tion the disk makes. Each refer-

ence from the index cites the

source the information came from

and often uses multiple sources.

They also include an extensive

bibliography for anyone interested

in further study.

Sonic immersion. Medio
Multimedia’s Vietnam is also very

innovative in its use of

sound. Throughout the

disk there are always
sound clips playing. So,

while you are reading
about the My Lai massacre

or looking at a photo of a

wounded soldier, you may
hear a helicopter fly by or

hear the shouts of soldiers

in combat. The result is an
immersion in the world you
are investigating. There are

constant reminders of what
the times were like—from

the chants of war protest-

ers to the speeches of politicians.

As you navigate the disk you will

find the people whose voices you
heard or find the video clip that

goes along with the audio.

The disk gives a historical

longview of Vietnam. In explaining

Vietnamese attitudes toward the

Throughout the disk there are always sound clips playing.

You may hear a helicopter fly by or hear the shouts of soldiers in combat.

CLICK HERE TO CLOSE

Main
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MEDIO'S VIETNAM SPECS

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

> Multimedia PC (33 MHz 3665X min.)

y Microsoft Windows (3.1 or higher)

y 4 MB of RAM; Hard Prive

y CP-ROM Prive; Bound Card.

y SVGA (for 256 colors)

WHERE TO FINP MEPIO’S VIETNAM CP

y Published by Medio Multimedia

y Average Street Price—$29.95
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war, we are told how the

average Vietnamese saw the

war as a fight for indepen-

dence. The Communist ideol-

ogy of Ho Chi Minh, the

leader of North Vietnam, did

not matter as much as the

fact that he fought against

the French (who had colonized

Vietnam). The Americans were
seen as merely replacing the

French, that is to say, establishing

colonies. To the American govern-

ment, however, Communist ideolo-

gy was everything. This was, after

all, the height of the Cold War. A
battle of blame was waged over

“who lost China” (allowed it to

become Communist) and policy

makers feared “the domino
effect”—the idea that once one
Asian country went Communist all

the others would fall one
by one. There is one clip of

President Eisenhower
telling Congress that a

French victory in Vietnam

is vital to the US’s securi-

ty-

The waiting game.
Negatives about the disk

include a lengthy click-

and-wait time when you
try to use the hypertext. The
video crashes if you try to scroll

through any text while the clip is

playing. The “Overview” section

of the disk doesn’t work well.

The negatives, though, are

far outweighed by great features

on the disk. In addition to those

listed above there is a time line

of Vietnamese history going back

to the 1800’s, a moving piece on
the Vietnam War Memorial and
profiles of instrumental figures of

the time. The index is really help-

ful because you come across so

many unfamiliar names of people,

places or battles. You are bound to

find a lot stuff you never knew.
Some things that surprised me
were that the first Vietnam War
Protests happened in France in the

early 1950’s. I learned that Ho Chi

Minh, when he wrote the

Declaration of Independence of the

Democratic Republic of Vietnam,

took direct quotes from the US’s

Declaration of Independence. He
also found inspiration from the

French Revolution. Ho Chi Minh
also lived for a year in Brooklyn,

New York.

Overall Medio Multimedia’s

Vietnam is solid, well-done history

of the Vietnam War. This CD-ROM
is an excellent resource for anyone
who wants to learn about the

Vietnam War. ®

MEDIO'S VIETNAM IN BRIEF:

PROS: Excellent introductory

history of the Vietnam War.

Thoughtful and well made.

CONS: Their section with the

overview of the war never

succeeds in answering its own

questions.

MEDIO'S VIETNAM BREAKDOWN

Scope Comprehensive

Interface Effective

Replay Value Occasional

Video/Graphics Average

Sound/Music Exceptional

—K.W.
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O'Neals Brigade
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Baxter's Brigade
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Davis’ Brigade

Pettigrew’s Brigade
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Wounded:

Missing:

Total Irigades:

On high gramd:

In traes:

Retreats:

Field Notes

Gettysburg

pie Elay Speed Select Map Overlays Options History Help

B4t*Ve
G

ettysburg is a little of every-

thing. It’s one part game, one

part historical information

and one part movie tie-in. This all

adds up to very little in the way of

entertainment. Not one of the

aspects of this disk are fleshed out

enough to make any part interest-

ing. This program is being sold as

a strategy game. Unfortunately,

controlling the outcome of the bat-

tle of Gettysburg isn’t very inter-

esting. Maybe it could be interest-

ing—but not in this format.

4 score and 7 years from now.
Gettysburg is as slow as it is sim-

ple. You only get one point of view

for the entire game. The battlefield

is viewed from above. You get to

control the action by moving sym-
bols representing different troops.

When the North and the South
meet, they fight, which is repre-

sented by red circles surrounding
the troops. Gettysburg has four

different speed settings. Even
when the game is put on its fastest

setting, it takes a long time for the

N

Sin combat

IIn combat

In combat

In combat

Dusk

|
As night falls, the fighting drops off and the weary I

I soldiers withdraw to find food, water and rest.

Union Confederate

1 Active Troops: 32425 37088

I Casualties: 11844 7883

Winner so far: X

QE3 :M

Rowley’s Brigade

Lane's Brigade

Perrin’s Brigade

Scale's Brigade

Thomas’ Brigade

Devin's Brigade

Iverson's Brigade

Ramseur's Brigade

12:30 PM
1 Bin combat: Pauls Brigade

12:45 PM

troops to move from one
place to another. When the

troops finally get together,

nothing really happens. The
computer makes some noise,

that I guess is supposed to

represent the sounds of bat-

tle.

The most frustrating

aspect of the game lies in its

lack of interactivity. The play-

er is given very little control

over the action. All you really get

to do is point the troops in a cer-

tain direction, then wait until

they meet. You also get to control

a number of cannons which
aren’t easy to aim and don’t seem
to have any real impact on the

battle.

Message in a battle. On the

positive side, you do get to see

reports on the troops at any point

in the game. These reports are

based on the entire army and offer

such information as casualty, gen-

eral health and strength. The game
also provides field notes that are a

journal of the

events of the

battle.

What you
do get to con-

trol is what
side you are

on. You can
play the whole

game as either

the North or

the South, or

you can switch

from one to

the other dur-

ing the game.
You can also

r'Hl*'

T

ARMY of THE i ARMY ofNORTHERN

VIRGINIA
1

jSMKwBj

Troops 44171 1

Active: 37488
Jj

Casualties: 7*83

(*) IT
|

Dead: 1855 1 1

Wounded 4728

Missing: 1588 I

Total Irigades: 34 ! 1

On high ground: 8 I

In trees: 4

Retreats 0 I

Gettysburg

Elle Elay Speed Select Map Overlays Options History Help

991
Field Notes

381)0 AM
1 Bln combat Archer's Brigade

1 Mn combat Davis’ Brigade

1 Bln combat : Gamble’s Brigade

1 Wn combat : Merntt's Brigade

38:15 AM
3830 AM
38:45 AM
1 Bln combat: Btockenbrough's

Brg

1 Ha combat: Pettigrew's Brigade

3900 AM
39:15 AM
39:30 AM
39:45 AM

(.’i*i *.

1 Bln combat Cutler’s Brigade

1 Bin combat : Baxter's Brigade

1 Bln combat Stone's Brigade

1 Bln combat: Archer's Brigade

1 Bln combat : Btockenbrough’s

Brg

1 Bln combat: Daw' Brigade

1 Bln combat: Pettigrew's Brigade

10:00 AM

set the game to re-enact the battle

of Gettysburg, then change troops’

movements to see if it would alter

the outcome. These options aren’t

as interesting as they might
sound, since you can’t change the

basic components of the game.
You can’t, for example, change the

amount of troops that enter into

the battle. Questions such as, what
would happen if one of the Union

army’s battalion never arrived, will

have to wait for a more intelligent-

ly designed game.

The only real lesson in strate-

gy that I was able to discern is that

if you attack with more men than

the other guy, you usually win.

The game, like the battle, is sided

in favor of the North. You can win

if you play as the South. By the

second battle you can figure out

£6 CY^ER^uRfER. / 1995
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The historical

information provided

with the game is about

as comprehensive as a

typical fourth grade

book report.

how. All you have to do is sneak

around, then go for a mass attack

against the other side when they

spread out. It’s really not challeng-

ing. If the real battle had been like

this game, neither side would have

won. They both would still be hid-

ing and waiting for the right

moment to attack.

The historical information

provided with the game is about as

comprehensive as a typical fourth

grade book report. You can hear a

brief narration from Civil War
authority Shelby Foote while see-

ing clips from the movie. This is

GETTYSBURG CD SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

> Multimedia PC (3S6SX or higher)

> 4 M3 of RAM

> Microsoft Windows (3.1 or higher)

> CD-ROM Drive; Hard Drive

y SVGA Graphics Card

> Windows-compatible Sound Card

> Mouse or compatible pointing device

WHERE TO FIND GETTYSBURG CD

> Published by Turner Interactive

> Average Street Price—$54.95

Zone 1
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1704

556

Dead:m

Wounded

Missing:

1234

the one interesting part of the pro-

gram. The problem is that it has

very little to do with your interac-

tion with the game. At the end of

each day the player is told what
had transpired in the actual battle.

Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address is

provided in both text and narra-

tion.

Multi-mediocre. Unfortunately,

like much of what is sold today,

this disk is mediocre. I can only

wonder: do the people responsible

for such programs actually play

games in their spare time or are

they even aware that better games
exist? You can’t swing a dead cat

over your head without hitting

some upstart company tying to

catch the “new” consumer interest

in computer software. What this

amounts to is the quantity of

games is increasing, but not the

quality.

Games like Gettysburg are

eventually going hurt the computer

entertainment industry. Games
such is this one—being completely

devoid of quality and lacking even

the attempt for originality—drive

customers away. They make the

home computer nothing more than

a really expensive word processor.

Overall, this game will simply

bore the user. A game of this type

should highlight the achievements

and drama of it’s participants, not

trivialize the events that formed
our history. If you have any inter-

est in the Civil War, read a book
and avoid this disk at all cost. ©

GETTYSBURG CD IN BRIEF:

PROS: Rules of play are simple

to learn. Contains Lincoln’s

Gettysburg Address.

CONS: Soring. Slow. Not very

challenging. The simulation is

terrible.

GETTYSBURG CD BREAKDOWN

Replay Value None

Video/Graphics Average

Sound/Music Average

Difficulty Easy

Plot Decent

Interface Frustrating

—F.S.k.
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Hey sportsfans, would you like to

have a season’s worth of stats

and highlight clips at your fin-

gertips? Well, now you can with the

Sports Illustrated 1994 Multimedia

Sports Almanac. The 1994 in the title

is a little confusing because sports like

basketball and
hockey last over

two calendar years.

The actual issues

covered are from

November 1992 to

November 1993.

The 1995 version

will contain the

1994 seasons.

Sports Digitized.

The almanac contains a full year’s

worth of Sports Illustrated articles, but

not all of the pictures that accompa-

nied these articles. As you would

expect the Almanac has the same bias

that the magazine does. For instance

the opening six paths deal with base-

ball, college and pro football, college

and pro basketball and the last path is

reserved for all other sports combined.

There is a year in review section

which has a video and an essay fea-

ture. The sports

paths also have a

video for the year

in that particular

sport. The videos

are well produced

and well edited,

but if you are

interested in sports

in the first place,

you have probably

seen most of this on television.

No losers, please. The videos also

tend to gloss over the regular season,

and the playoffs show only a highlight

reel. When the championships arrive,

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

> Multimedia PC (33 MHz 366SX min.)

y Microsoft Windows (3.1 or Higher)

y DOS 5.0 or higher

> 4 M3 of RAM

y Hard Drive with 4 M3 free

y MPC compatible CD-ROM Drive

with at least a 150 K3 transfer rate

y Sound Blaster compatible Sound Card

y SVGA (for 256 colors)

y Mouse or compatible pointing device

WHERE TO FIND SPORTS ILLUSTRATED

y Published by StarPress Multimedia

> Average Street Price—$55.95

the videos become more comprehen-

sive adding narration—including inter-

views with players and Si’s staff. This

emphasis on the playoffs is kind of

sucky because if your favorite team

did not make the finals, then you do

not get any footage of them. You can

also watch your favorite clip in slow

motion. Even though the videos are



The Sports Illustrated

Multimedia Sports Almanac

has all of 1993's highlights

in photos and video,

although it sticks to

championship teams

and highlight footage.

well done, it is still like watching tele-

vision.

Another feature allows you to

find the stats of any team or any play-

er. You can search for your favorite

player, find out how they did that year

and even search for every time they

were mentioned that year in the maga-

zine. This is definitely a good feature

for sports enthusiasts. There is also a

sports trivia quiz that’s as entertaining

as any sports quiz.

The navigation is a little clunky.

Lots of times you get into places with-

out a logical next step. You have to

keep retracing your steps, which is a

pain. This is further complicated by a

poorly designed menu. The icons are

not self explanatory. So you either

have to spend some time exploring

them or checking in the booklet.

CD-ROM of Champions. The best

thing to recommend about the Sports

Illustrated 1994 Multimedia Sports

Almanac is that it covers the last year

of Michael Jordan’s career. After the

year in review video for pro basketball,

showing the Bulls winning their third

straight NBA championship, there is a

career tribute to Jordan. These clips

include Jordan explaining why he

walked away and several of his most

spectacular plays. ©

If willktk
PROS: A nearly complete CD-

ROM version of the magazines

you read in 1993. Michael Jordan.

CONS: Let’s hope that your

favorite players and teams had a

good year—or you won’t see

much of them on this CD.

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED BREAKDOWN

Replay Value Occasional

Video/Graphics Average

Interface Manageable

Scope Comprehensive
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Y
ou enter the game of Myst as

a lone traveler happening
upon an abandoned Island. It

is green and lush. A sunken ship.

A huge crank which does not turn.

An empty library full of mostly
burned books. A space-ship pre-

cariously perched with a broken
door. Ask yourself—what is this

place? Why are you there? What
do these things mean? Although
there are visible switches to turn,

buttons to push and levers to lift,

at first nothing seems to work.
Then you discover a clue on the

ground, lying carelessly at the side

of the path you walk along. It is a

message of warning from an
unseen character named Altrus

written to his wife Catherine, bod-

ing imminent danger. He has left a

more complete message in the

fore-chamber near the dock. All

that needs to be done is to enter

the number of marker switches on
the island into the imager under-

ground. Thus, your first task is

set.

Js you walk
|

around the island

counting marker
switches, you
begin to realize

that the Island of

Myst is entirely,

itself, a machine.

It is not complete-

ly clear at first

glance how the

island works (or

used to work),
but every piece of

equipment—every
boat, ship, book
and picture—

hi

seems to be connected to the

whole island. All play an essential

function in solving the game.

The scenery is beautiful

—

lush green trees, blue sky and blue

sea. Birds chirp happily and but-

terflies flicker across the path, but

there is a silence

on Myst, which,

when combined
with the warn-
ings of the Altrus

and the lack of

people on the

island, can be
unsettling.

Browsing
through the books in the library,

you will begin to uncover the his-

tory of Altrus and his two sons,

and realize something is amiss,

very amiss. His sons, trapped in

two of the library books, are vying

for your trust so that you will free

them. No other characters live on
the island to help you decide which
brother is responsible for the dis-

appearance of the father. You are
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truly on your own, and in a place

as isolating as Myst, you don’t

easily forget it. As you forge on
through the process of uncovering

the worlds which exist below and
beyond the Island of Myst, an eerie

feeling will settle in. Don’t be sur-

prised, as you climb down through

the stone tunnel staircases into the

depths below, if you start glancing

over your shoulder, shivering from

the cold, and feeling a little claus-

trophobic.

The brothers are trapped and
you are now in the process of

helping them escape. Learning
what has happened between the

two sons becomes the overall

quest of the

game. One son,

Sirrus, greedy
but well-spoken,

seems to have a

taste for gold,

wine and power.

The other son,

Achinar, speaks

in a crazed
tongue and decorates his rooms
mostly with torture paraphernalia

and blood. Retrieving pages from

the different worlds you travel to

will assist one of the brothers in

becoming completely free.

I found Myst to be an excep-

tional game. It moves away from
the norm in both its incredible

graphics and its unique, logical

complexity. Playing Myst is similar

to gettjiglost in a
fantasy novel. A
lot of reading is

required at the

beginning, but the

rewards of having

jotted down notes

from the library in

Myst are totally

worth it when you
get stuck in the

other worlds of

Channelwood,
Asperjneie, The
Rocks and
Everdunes.

The game is

<Y^ER.i5UR.rer. / w\ju<\r.y iqq^
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very heady. You must figure out

entirely on your own how all of the

mechanisms work in each world. It

is also a little creepy, because the

visuals are so realistic that you are

sure somebody is going to jump
out and axe-murder you when you
descend into the dark tunnel which

goes beneath the mountain.

The realism of the sounds in

Myst is just as convincing as the

visuals. As in every great

Hitchcock film, the lack of sound
in Myst is just as important a clue

as the sounds heard along the

way. Don’t make the mistake of

playing Myst with no sound,
because you will get stuck quickly.

As you open the doors, pick up
various items, turn dials and push
buttons, you will begin to notice

that the sounds which accompany
those actions may provide you
with the clues you need. If music

is playing, the tone of the music

may reveal something about the

place in which it plays. If the music

stops, perhaps you need to listen

to specific sounds to discover their

hidden meanings.

Puzzles in Myst are not easily

solved. To open doors, reach
levers, climb trees, etc., you may
need to find information which
resides somewhere else in the

game. Collectively, all of the puz-

zles give access to the keys which
will allow you to solve the final

puzzle. Unlike many other CD-
ROM games, Myst’s puzzles are

not usually solved through trial

MYST SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SY5TEM REQUIREMENTS

> Multimedia PC (3&6PX 33 MHz min.)

> 4 M3 of RAM; CD-ROM Drive

Windows 3.1 or higher

y SVGA (640x430 with 256 Colors)

Sound Card; Mouse

WHERE TO FIND MYST

y Published by Sr^derbund

y Average Street Price—$59.95

Not just a pretty room—in Myst everything

is a puzzle waiting to be solved.

and error, but through a logical

solution which must be figured out

in your head. The methodology of

solving puzzles in Myst has both a

positive and a negative side. It is

good, because you are forced to

explore everything, and are

rewarded for paying attention to

detail. It is not so great, however,

because you are forced to be very

patient and must try a number of

solutions before gratification.

One thing I found helpful was
to save a game in the library on
the Island of Myst. Then, when I

got stuck in other worlds trying to

figure out a puzzle, I could load

the library game temporarily to

look up info in one of the books,

reload my game and proceed to

solve the puzzle.

Unlike other popular CD-ROM
games, you have to take your own
notes with a real pen and paper in

Myst. It would have been nice to

have had a Myst notebook as a

part of the game, which took
important notes for you, like in

Return to Zork. Other drawbacks

of Myst include: (1) you cannot

pick up or examine interesting

looking items you come across,

other than pages; (2) when you
save a game, it doesn’t restore you
in exactly the place where you left

off; (3) there is very little structure

provided to how you go about

navigating through the worlds of

Myst. I found this last aspect a lit-

tle frustrating especially when I

had no way to get information

from Aspermere before I could

return to Myst from Everdunes.

Despite the few drawbacks,

Myst is probably my favorite CD-

ROM game thus far. It is in a class

of its own. A+ all around.

MYST IN BRIEF:

PROS: Excellent graphics. You

have a total immersion in the

Myst world. Compelling, non-vio-

lent fantasy game.

CONS: Player must have

patience and curiousity.

MYST BREAKDOWN

Plot Involving

Replay Value Occasional

Video/Graphics .. Mind-blowing

Sound/Music Exceptional

Difficulty Challenging

Interface Seamless

—LS.
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C
ould be called Zork from Ork,

or perhaps Twin Peaks. The
characters are right out of a

TV movie. They range from corny,

to sometimes dangerous, to help-

ful, that is, if you ask the

right questions. Starting off,

a gamer is not quite sure

what he/she is doing in the

land of Zork, having been
transported by a crystal-ball-

looking “orb” through a

mailbox. There is obviously a

mission, but the player will

have little idea of what that

mission is about until at least

half-way through the game
(which could be weeks, con-

sidering the complexity of the

game)

.

I’d liken Return to Zork to a

Sierra Game, in the sense that you
walk around, pick up objects, talk

to people and combine objects

together to perform functions
which open up new screens. You
can also die pretty much any-
where, anytime.

What seems to be essential in

this game is how you go about
your business—i.e., how you com-
bine objects, how you talk to peo-

ple, how you hold the diseased

mice you picked up for no-good

reason except that you could (hint,

hint) , etc. And sometimes, the how
part of what to do with the objects

you find is not easy to figure out.

For example, in order to

obtain a wire for picking a

lock at a hardware shop,

one must first convince a

mistrusting character to

offer you his box of bras.

The only way to get him to

make that offer is to speak

to him in a friendly, apolo-

getic manner, when you
don’t even know that he has

a box of bras. Then, you
have to be smart enough to

take the box of bras down to

the incinerator, throw it over

the incinerator wall (unlike the

obvious thing to do which is place

the box inside of the incinerator

drawer which opens easily

enough, but doesn’t allow you to

put anything in there!) and
then turn on the incinerator.

After turning off the

incinerator, it is simple
enough to open the drawer,

notice the wire is hot (so you
pour some water on it) and
pick it up to proceed to the

next screen, where you can

now pick the lock. But the

process of how you get the

wire from the start is not

clear—even though you may
have figured out what
should happen.

Another key factor in

winning the game is

sequence. You must be very

careful from the beginning to

do everything you possibly

can in a place, since it’s not

One plus that I can give the game is that it definitely has character.



The civilians are funny, goofy, scary and stupid.

always easy to get back to where
you’ve come from. You are also

likely at some point to use your
inventory items in an “unethical”

way (which results in all of your

possessions being taken from you
by “The Guardian”) and basically

can prevent you from winning the

game. In fact, there is a mistake I

made in the very first scene which

prevented me from getting into

another place later on. This was
after I had played at least half of

the game. By that time, I had over-

written most of my old “Saves”

and had to start from scratch.

One plus I can give the game
is that it definitely has character.

Infocom has made an effort to pro-

vide us with real actors and

RETURN TO ZORK SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SY5TEM REQUIREMENTS

y 336SX 25MHz or higher

> 4 M3 of RAM; 600 K free

y DOS 5.0 or higher

y VGA Video required

y CD-ROM Drive

y Disc caching software recommended

y Sound Card

WHERE TO FIND RETURN TO ZORK

y Published by Infocom

y Average Street Price—$47.95

actresses, which I prefer to pro-

grammers acting the parts (which I

felt was one draw-back in “Myst”).

The Zork civilians are funny,
goofy, scary, stupid, intoxicated,

sexy, etc., and they play their parts

well. That makes the game feel like

being inside of a movie, and you
get to play a part.

Another plus of the game is

that it has moments of excellent 3-

D graphic sequences. Whether we
are floating down the river on a

raft, or climbing down a ladder to

the basement of Boo’s house, or

riding on a cart in the Dwarven
Mines, the graphics provide a feel-

ing of “virtuality.
”

The game is more complex
than it is easy, which, overall, is

what any game player would want.

But unless I am incredibly stupid,

it can be frustrating to the point

where you may give up the desire

to finish it—and if you don’t finish

it, then you will miss some of the

better dramatic scenes towards the

end (including the visit to the sor-

cerer Canuk’s shack).

Overall, Return to Zork gets a

B+ for originality, graphics, char-

acters, plot and landscape. But it

gets a B- for actual play, since it is

too complex and it gets a C+ for

“finish-motivation,” because it

doesn’t give you that feeling of

“life won’t be the same, if you
don’t complete the game.” ®
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RETURN TO ZORK IN BRIEF:

PROS; Solid graphics. Original

story and characters.

CONS; Complex. Doesn’t give you

the feeling that life won’t be the

same if you don’t finish it.

RETURN TO ZORK BREAKDOWN

Plot Decent

Replay Value Occasional

Video/Graphics ... Outstanding

Sound/Music Average

Difficulty Impossible

—1 .6.
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What cost over 2.5 million

dollars, took two years to

make, comes on 4 CD-
ROMs and stars the voice of James
Earl Jones? Access Software’s
eagerly awaited, much-hyped,
interactive movie Under A Killing

Moon. A revolutionary product in

many ways, UAKM pushes the

envelope for an entire genre of

products. It could easily be a can-

didate for “CD-ROM of the year,”

with its strong graphics, seamless

interface and sheer magnitude.

Unfortunately UAKM never lives

up to it’s hype, size or potential

due to a weak plot.

Moon mission. In UAKM you’re

Tex Murphy, a loser P.I. who first

starred in the adventure games,
Mean Streets and Martian
Memorandum. The inspiration for

Tex Murphy comes from Sam
Spade of the Maltese Falcon and
Inspector Clouseau of the Pink
Panther. In theory this combina-
tion could result in an interesting

character—in theory.

Tex is played on screen by
Chris Jones, who also happens to

be the director and co-designer of

UAKM (what a coincidence). Yoti,

of course, get to act as Tex Murphy
for a good portion of the interac-

tive movie, but Tex takes over for

the crucial decisions to keep the

story moving.

Like most games for PCs
UAKM takes place in, you guessed

it, the 21st century. In 2042 there

are two types of people: norms and
mutants. “Norms” have escaped

the radiation caused by
WW III, while
“mutants” have been
horribly deformed. Tex
lives in the section of

“Old San Francisco”
inhabited by mutants.

Your mutant neighbors

act as your eyes and
ears on the streets for

most of the story. They
become of little value

toward the end.

At first the objec-

tive of the story is to

retrieve a religious arti-

fact with supernatural

powers—at least that’s

what we are led to

believe. All of a sudden

you are trying to stop a

-

-

- m

.

'

wm

So last night, after fifteen year s, the Colonel walks into my office. He made me take a good,
hard look at myself. Maybe 1 bane hit bottom and maybe 1 do look like helL Lord knou»s, the
only enercise Vue had lately is tipping the bottle and flipping cards into my hat.
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fanatical sect bent on cleansing the

world of mutants, and repopulat-

ing it with its own superior breed

of norms—they believe the arti-

fact will help fulfill this prophecy.

By trying to fuse these two story

lines the plot loses its flow and
becomes confused. A large portion

of the story builds up the artifact

as if it were The Ark of the

Covenant from Raiders of the Lost

Ark, then it just ends up in some
guy’s den.

Once you have forgotten

about the artifact, you have to fol-

low the cult to their space station

and stop their plans for world
domination. Unfortunately, getting

to this point takes solving dozens

of unrelated puzzles and then it’s

over before you know it.

Bright side of the moon. As you
would expect with 2.4 gigabytes of

space the graphics in UAKM are

pretty amazing. Access Software’s

intro is as good as any major stu-

dio’s—multimedia or otherwise.

Watching the introduction on a

1 7” inch NEC monitor with a tow-

ering set of Sony computer speak-

ers was truly a cinematic experi-

ence. The game opens with a read-

ing of one of Edgar Allen Poe’s

poems by James Earl Jones. These

ominous readings are repeated

several times during the movie and
are definitely the highlights of the

game.

What is ground breaking
about UAKM is the game play,

which switches between an
enhanced Doom-like “Movement”
mode into a Myst-like “Interactive”

mode with the click of a button. In

Interactive mode you can point and
click on items you want to look at,

get, move, open, talk to or turn on

or off.

After you’re finished with
Interactive mode you can enter

Movement mode. Much like Doom,
it lets you move forward, back, left

and right. Movement mode also

adds the ability to tilt your view up
and down, and to raise and lower

your eye level. This feature comes

Tex Murphy

—

catching yet another beating.

and takes it like candy fr om a baby. Rod my mallet's gi

sam me get jumped, rue got 29.000 reasons to get th<i

used my tube of miracle facial cream, ft should help rt

almost human again.

> too. I hope somebody on the str

rystai bir d back. Hopefully I ham
ce the smelling and make me look

<Y£ER5URfER. / j/\AjuA;RY 1995



Rook Garner
Chelsee Rando
Louie Lamintz
Fr ancesca Lucido
Sal Lucido
flr do Neiupop
Colonel

Points 8

Select a topic

HINT / T£*XT TKAVBL

Luckily, fir do seems to like me. I mean, if I n»er e on his

bad side, Pd be tempted to relocate. He could crush a

Subar u mith one hand.

in very handy when you have to

look into garbage cans, under
desks or on top of bookcases
(which happens quite often). It’s

amazing how similar the scenes

look when you switch between the

two modes.

Been caught cheating. If you are

too impatient to go through the

sometimes monotonous puzzles in

the game, you can use the built in

“multi-level Hint System” or use
the “Easy Play Options.” The
mutli-level hint system breaks
down your objectives into compo-
nent steps, showing you how far

along you’ve gotten. If you get

stuck you can see the next step in

reaching a particular goal,

but that’s it. The hint sys-

tem does not let you get

too far ahead of yourself,

so you don’t have to worry

about ruining the game by
seeing all the way to the

end.

For the truly impa-
tient there is also the Easy

Play Option. Essentially it

lets you start on any of the

seven days with the major-

ity of items you need to

solve the given puzzles. So, if you
want to sit back and enjoy the

“movie scenes,” this is the way to

do it.

High maintenance. One of the

big hurdles faced by multimedia

studios at the cutting edge and
their customers, is getting the

products to work. UAKM is so

hardware intensive that 20 pages

of the manual are dedicated to

installation and troubleshooting.

There is even a “Hardware
Upgrade Suggestions” section

which advises users to get the

fastest machine they can afford

(duh). If you follow their upgrade

suggestions you would wind up

with a Pentium 90,

with VESA Local
Bus motherboard,
16 MB of RAM, a

Local Bus Video
Card capable of 256
colors at 1024x768
resolution having
high DOS and WIN-
DOWS based per-

formance, a 16 bit

sound card with
speakers, and a CD-
ROM disk changer.

I would guesstimate

that system would
cost around $5,000
with a decent moni-

tor. A far cry from
the requirements
they list on the box:

386/25Mhz, SVGA,
4 MB RAM, CD-
ROM drive, Sound

card and a Mouse.

It took me about 15-20 min-

utes to get UAKM to work on my
Compaq Pentium 60, 16 MB, with

a 2 MB Local Bus Video Card, and
NEC quadruple speed CD-ROM
drive. To my horror, the game was
skipping sound and dropping
frames like a 286! It turns out,

according to Access’s tech support,

that the Matrox video chip set that

came with my Compaq are fantas-

tic for Windows, but terrible for

DOS based graphics. When I asked

what I could do to resolve the

problem they responded as I antic1

ipated: “replace your video card.”

UAKM performed fine on my
486/66, with 8 MB of RAM
and double speed CD-ROM
drive. Go figure.

Underachieving Moon.
The biggest problem with

UAKM isn’t the graphics,

music, interface or even so

much the acting. It’s the

loosely-woven, slow-mov-
ing and boring plot that

kills it. Admittedly borrow-

ing from classic stories, the

inspiration for UAKM is

one part Maltese Falcon,
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two parts Blade Runner, with a

splash of William Gibson, served

up in The Simpsons’ irreverent

style. Unfortunately, UAKM adds

up to far less then the sum of its

parts.

Over the course of seven days

the story is supposed to unravel

itself. As best I can tell, the intend-

ed purpose of the first three days

is either to teach you the interface

or to fill up two of four disks that

UAKM comes on. You spend the

better part of the first three days

solving puzzles that have
absolutely nothing to do with the

main plot which surfaces towards

day four. Frustration and boredom
with the first three days may dis-

courage many players from contin-

uing on to where it gets somewhat
interesting. If more time had been

spent on developing the main story

I would have gotten a lot more out

of UAKM. By the time you get into

KILLING MOON SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Multimedia PC (25 MHz 366SX min.)

! 4 MB of RAM

y Hard Drive with 4 M3 free

y MPC compatible CD-ROM Drive

y 5VGA Graphics board

> Mouse

y Sound Card

WHERE TO FIND KILLING MOON

y Published by Access Software

y Average Street Price—$59.95

the story it’s over and you’re stuck

watching a closing sequence prep-

ping you for the sequel.

Characters are at the heart of

any good story and, as you would
suspect in the post-nuclear holo-

caust mutant age, UAKM has a

large cast of potentially interesting

ones. The problem is you never

really feel too involved with any of

the characters in the story—includ-

ing your own! I’ve felt a much
stronger bond with the characters

in some shoot-’em-up games than

I did in UAKM.
While on the subject of the

characters, Access Software boasts

“Hollywood stars” plus “25 other

experienced actors” in UAKM. Do
you really consider Brian Keith,

Margot Kidder and Russell Means
“Hollywood Stars?” When was the

last time you’ve seen Margot
Kidder in anything but a

Superman movie?
Unfortunately, the budgets of

interactive movies, and those of

washed up actors, fit perfectly. Is

the CD-ROM going to be the made-
for-television acting circuit of the

future? I hope not. Just imagine

what one of these interactive

movies would be like if they
starred Arnold Schwarzenegger,

Harrison Ford or Sigourney
Weaver?
Endgame. UAKM is worth check-

ing out despite it’s flaws. It is one

of the best things out there for

PCs, and is hopefully the start of

something big. As an adventure

game UAKM would have gotten

high scores, but in the new class of

interactive movies certain things

have got to be better. Things like

plot, acting and direction need to

be taken to another level. As long

as over-ambitious video game pro-

grammers are allowed to be actors,

writers, and directors for their pro-

jects we are going to keep seeing

products that never reach their

potential.

Now, if only there was a

‘true* visionary who could pull

together some major acting, writ-

ing and directing talent to produce

a great interactive movie. That
would be killer. We’re waiting.

Any takers?!?!? ®

KILLING MOON IN BRIEF:

itr fl a

PROS: Excellent combination of

movement and i nteraction.

Excellent interface.

CONS: Terrible plot, lame story

and poor performances..

KILLING MOON IBREAKDOWN

Plot

Video/Graphics ... Outstanding

Sound/Music

Difficulty .. Moderate

User Interface

Replay Value Occasional

—J.M.C.
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T
he REBEL ASSAULT CD ROM
brought the battle of STAR
WARS into your home. With

it you could join the alliance as it

attempts to overthrow the really

evil guys who work for the

Emperor. But what do you do after

you destroy the Empire? Join it,

with LucasArts TIE FIGHTER.
Sure, it probably took weeks of

hard work to make the galaxy safe

for democracy, but now you’re

bored. What better way to be
entertained—and to work off all

your angst—than to immerse
yourself in complete evil?

The people at LucasArts (who
definitely use the light side of The
Force) keep the psychological

damage to a minimum by includ-

ing a book that explains how you
became a pilot in the Imperial

Navy. Contrary to my expectations,

the player is never told, “Yes, you
are evil, go destroy all that is

good.” The book, as well as the

game, illustrates how someone
with good intentions could not

only exist, but also thrive within

the repressive system that is the

backbone of the Empire. Even so,

it still is quite a rush to target an

X-wing fighter and blast the pilot

back into the stone age. So when
all is said and done, you are the

bad guy and there is no way to get

around that.

Tie Fighter comes with four

battles, a combat simulator and a

tech room. You can film segments

of your missions, then review your

fighting skills from any angle
when you return to base. If all this

isn't enough, you can also buy
more missions when the original

ones lose their steam.

Much like REBEL ASSAULT,
it took a while to get a feel for the

game. You can’t spend enough
time in the training simulator or

, \

\
The Empire.. is»pp.g£h<a uef-ae of success

What better way
to be entertained and
work off all your angst

than to immerse yourself

in complete evil.

the combat chamber. Both are

challenging enough to make to you
forget that their main purpose is to

improve your game playing skills.

The training simulator consists of

flying through tunnels filled with

targets and obstacles within an
allotted amount of time. The com-

bat chamber allows you to fly dif-

ferent missions that were created

to enhance certain skills. Both the

simulator and the chamber allow

the player to try out all the ships of

the game.

Overall, this game is nearly

flawless. At no point was I ever

bored. With each mission, TIE
FIGHTER kept its edge—without
ever becoming totally overwhelm-
ing. The playing field is set up in a

way that strategic skills are just as

important as motor coordination.

With over fifty missions—and six

ships to pilot—TIE FIGHTER will

remain challenging long after the

manuals to your other games are

lost behind the couch. This is it!

As far as arcade-style games are

concerned, TIE FIGHTER will be

the standard by which I judge all

other games.

Of course TIE FIGHTER has

its limitations. Those people look-

ing for a game similar to REBEL
ASSAULT will be slightly disap-

pointed. REBEL ASSAULT had
more of the cool effects that are

associated with CD-ROMs. REBEL
ASSAULT’S ability to show actual

scenes from the Star Wars films is
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definitely missed, as are the film-

like graphics. REBEL ASSAULT
lacked a sense of coherence, in my
opinion. Each level seemed to be a

different game, with action that

had little to do with the previous

events—other than to remind me
that I was no Luke Skywalker.
Each new chapter of TIE FIGHTER
builds on the prior mission, both

in story line and, more important-

ly, in skills required. This isn’t to

say that TIE FIGHTER is lacking

graphically (sweep past the Star

Destroyer Vengeance and you’ll

see what I mean)
,
just that it can’t

compare to a CD-ROM game.

Like most complex computer

games, the controls took some get-

ting used to. Having to switch

between a joystick, and keypad is

something I’ll never grow accus-

tomed to. After some experimenta-

tion, the Editor-in-Chief and I

found that TIE FIGHTER works
better with one person being the

co-pilot at the keyboard and the

other person concentrating on fly-

ing. This is also helpful in distract-

ing the Editor from realizing that

you are hogging the game.

The point when I decided I

was hooked came during my third

mission. I had completed the mis-

sion and was returning to the Star

Destroyer. As I approached I saw a

Corellian Transport, I fired upon it

without checking to see if it was in

fact an enemy ship. The reason for

my action? It looked like the

Millennium Falcon.

The screen went
black. For an
instant I saw my
own reflection in

the monitor. It was
at that point I real-

ized I had joined

the Dark side of

the force and there

was no turning
back.

TIE FIGHTER
takes up 15

megabytes of hard

drive space and
comes on five

disks. You defi-

nitely need a joy-

This game is nearly flawless.
At no time was I ever bored.

With each mission,
TIE FIGHTER kept its edge.

TIE FIGHTER SPECS:

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

> Multimedia PC (3S6SX 33MHz min.)

> & MB of RAM; 1 MB EMS required

> 15 MS free free disk space

> DOS 5.0

> 256 Color VGA

y CD-ROM Drive; Sound Card

y Joystick (they say Mouse)

WHERE TO FIND TIE FIGHTER

y Published by LucasArts

>• Average Street Price—$39.95

stick. The game’s minimum
requirement is stated to be at least

a 386/33 DX, but this should be

considered as some sort of sick

joke. If you don’t have a 486
you’re missing out. TIE FIGHTER
is a system hog, so for the best

results forget about going through

Windows.
All I have to say is; clear up

your extracurricular activities, get

Tie Fighter and join Darth and me
as we conquer the universe. ©

TIE FIGHTER IN BRIEF:

PROS: As far as action and

arcade games are concerned , TIE

FIGHTER is the absolute height

of human acheivement.

CONS: Changed my understand-

ing of good and evil. The outside

world no longer matters.

TIE FIGHTER BREAKDOWN

Game Play Explosive

Replay Value Addictive

Video/Graphics ... Outstanding

Sound/Music Exceptional

Difficulty Challenging

—E&.K.
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CD-ROM, allowing them to make a
simple game- look very nice.

Textured backgrounds, fluid

movements, a creative user inter-

face, cut scenes between levels,

groovy sound effects and a subtle

. soundtrack all take Lode Runner
to another level. Speaking of lev-

els, did I mention there are 150 of

them, and that you can jump to

any one of them whenever you feel

like it? This should be enough to

keep even the most dexterous of J

game players busy for a couple of |
days (and late nights)

.

Weapons are at the heart of £
any good shoot-‘em-up, but since f
Lode Runner isn’t really a shoot-1

‘em-up kind of game, we get aft,

bunch of tools including: bombs, a

slime bucket, a snare trap, a jack- j?

h hammer, befuddlement gas and a
Dick axe. The snare trap takes a ,

ittle more time to use then the

others, but it’s a real hoot to watch

as one of the monks gets tangled

up in it. Bombs are a key element

to Lode Runner and need to be }

conserved and used wisely! !
T~nrriTiL •• --5%- - II$ ^ gf jpll i

Runner and other games at the Sometimes the only way to get to

time was that you didn’t use your the exit is to blast your way out.

phasfr to blast aliens or asteroids. Adding to the challenge of.

Instead you use it to outsmart your the game is the “day and night*

enemies. With your phaser you feature.” When it’s day time, you
can blast temporary hole's into the can see the entire board, but when 4

earth which fill up in a couple of it’s night time, you can only see .

4 /mini*©

A^ne frustrating element of

I lplaying (and reviewing)

^^gamtfs. is that it can take

hours to learn a particular game
that may wind up not being much
fun. You page through the manual
as you are playing, pause the

game, die, spill

your Coke and
wind up having ‘

to start all over I* * • * *«».»•«.

again. What a
|

t&Z*
drag. Once in a 1 ' A- A * * * *

at least a couple of weeks) to mas-
ter. J,

Anyone who had an Apple in

the eighties remembers Lode
Runner. It was one of Apple’s most
popular computer games for a

while. Elegantly simple, yet amaz-

B
MMim ingly complex.
HBKS5P You run around

I . the screen pick-

in§ up trea ~

sires 4 , .ik*. sures and
16 6 4 H 6 4 t 6 . , j

avoiding mad
i 4

0

Wi Monks who
^ « *7 ,* **r . gobble you up

if they catch

you. The main
d i f f e r e n c e

between Lodeany instruc-

tions—one you can play forever.

Classics like Tetris, Minesweeper
or Missile Command are amazingly

simple games that have probably

taken up much more of game play-

er’s time than any simulator or

adventure game ever did. Lode
Runner is one of these games. A
minute to learn and a lifetime (or Elle game Bayers

Back A Level

Eorward A Level

Extra Man Player fine Ctrl*

MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Bestart Level Ctrl+R

> Multimedia PC (466SX 25MHz)

> 4 M& of RAM

> Microsoft Windows (3.1 or higher)

> CD-ROM Drive

> 256 Color Display

> Sound Card

> Mouse or Joystick

WHERE TO FIND LODE RUNNER

y Published by Sierra Online

y Average Street Price—$55.95

Lode Runner

Cheat
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Whe3«)t u/ifijhg around

the screen ft^fa4 if someone
has a sp c Plight on you.

face value, simply let the mouse
hover above an Icon for two sec-

onds and a little balloon with help

in it pops up (Balloon-help has
ejtftted in business applications for

about a year or two, but this is the

first time I’ve seen it in a game).

Microsoft or Lotus should grab the

dude who did this interlace.

Another slick element of the

UI is that the Windows menu bar

in Lode Runner doesn’t show up

unless you move the pointer to the

top*of jthe screen. I can’t stand

those Windows games |hat make
you play in the tired old Windows
box (which Bill Gates stole from
Apple in the first place)

.

Cheating. At any point durihg
Lode Runner you can jump to

another level or give yourself addi-

tional lives. The only problem with

doing this is that your high score

will be nullified (who cares?) and
that you will miss the cut screens

between levels ‘(major bummer),
j

Sierra should write a patch tfiatl

lets you see the cut scenes

without Having to complete*

the 24) or so levels ^etwegsy

n. Strategy i

ode Runner. \

ourself in siti

t just can#t cc

I this case sin

td kill yoursel

|^)e rating 3

rself for inAd

canpasi
tions w!
plete the

press CT
wonder
have to $

User interface. Why Sierra spent

so much effort creating such J
unique and beautiful interface for

a simple game like Lode Runnel!

I’ll never know, but it’s another;

really cool element that helps cre-J

ate the mood of Lode Runner.>Like|

something out of a cave wall in an
Indiana Jones movie, the UI in

Lode Runner appears as if it is*

carved in stone 2,000 years ago.

The only thing you don’t have to

do is brush off the dust. And if

you don’t “get” the interface at

Very nice effect. It also makes it

very challenging since you
may not see five monks
heading towards you from

all sides until the last

minute.

Head-t
ode lets yo

\#ith an opp
Lode Runner. S

from being coopera

competitive! is half

of the gari|e. One minute
you could be helping each
other avoid monks, the ne

minute you’re catching yo
neniji a snare trap—hea
leaving him to be mauled
monks.

~ M m',
1--'-

j.

— ^ v v -

know of), but you can ere

your own levels if the 15

that come with Lode
Runner aren’t enough.
Lode Runner’s game
generator lets you
manipulate all of the

existing elements of the

game to create levels

that will answer all of

your “wouldn’t it be

H|j;
if...” questions.

Again, the game generator

has the slick Sanskrit Indiana

Jones user interface that includes

the much needed balloon help.

A floating palette (similar to

the one in Microsoft Paintbrush)

lets you cut, copy, paste, erase, fill

and line draw elements in design

ftiode. You can also change the

background, music, number of

monks, bombs and basically any-

thing that already exists in the

game. You cannot create your own
backgrounds, music, tools or ene-

mies. It would be cool if Lode
Runner let you add your own
music files to the levels you create.

The Pearl Jam levels...excellent.

PROS: You may not do anything

but play Lode Runner for about

two weeks.

CONS: You may not do anything

but play Lode Runner for about

two weeks.

LODE RUNNER BREAKDOWN

The upcoming sequel. No,

there is no Lode Runner III inm

the works (at least not that we

Game Play

Replay Value

Video/Graphics ....

User Interface

Sound/Music
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Frank Miller as seen in the Voyager CD-ROM
Comic Book Confidential by Ron Mann

O
K, let’s get this straight

—

they do not make games. Yes

you read that correctly. No
games. Guns; kick-boxing aerobic

instructor types; evil dwarves who
hold the key to the castle’s trea-

sure? Well you’re not going to

find any here. And where’s here?

Here is the World of Voyager CD-

ROMs. What will you find here?

Only some of the most innovative

products in the emerging field of

interactive media. Stravinsky to

Spinal Tap. Poetry and Pop
Culture. What ties all of this

together? We’re not really sure,

but their motto is Bring Your
Brain.

The New York-based Voyager

Company, now in its tenth year,

more closely resembles a publish-

ing firm than it does a software

company. Unlike other CD-ROM
companies which use the medium
to provide us with better quality

graphics, music or video for prod-

ucts that could just as easily be

produced on floppy disks, Voyager

has sought to explore the unchar-

tered territory of the medium. With

artistic and literary standards that

by Linda Sharar & Kevin Whelan
are unmatched in the ROM indus-

try, Voyager’s product line is akin

to the recommended reading list at

a hip bookstore. Between their CD-

ROMs and expanded books you
will find artists, poets, scientists, a

little history, films and a handful

of titles for kids. There are also

quite a few ROMs that are harder

to categorize, all of which bear

Voyager’s distinct mark of engag-

ing content and elegant design.

The Voyager Company started

out as a small multimedia compa-
ny founded by Robert and Aleen

Stein in Santa Monica in 1984.

The ensuing decade saw Voyager
grow into the premier producer of

intellectual and artistic multimedia

products (Voyager’s sister compa-
ny, Criterion, is the best name in

Laser discs). Also, in contrast to

the usual drift of media compa-
nies, Voyager moved from
California to New York. Their
offices now reside in a beautiful

Soho loft across the street from the

Frank Miller

Guggenheim Museum’s downtown
location. Voyager now boasts an
on-site staff of producers, design-

ers and programmers along with a

catalogue of more than 200 titles.

The company is known for

expanding the universe of interac-

tive media, both in terms of con-

tent and the technology’s possibili-

ties. By pursuing their own
vision of culture, they have
claimed a place at the forefront of

new technologies.

Voyager started out exclu-

sively using Macintosh for its plat-

form, but now publishes in both

Mac and Windows. It is in the

process of updating its catalogue

by adding Windows capability to

old titles.

Voyager’s catalog ranges
from the eclectic to the obscure.

Just their music related titles range

from Beethoven to The Beatles to

The Residents (a San Francisco

based rock band/performance art

group/weird bunch of cats.) They
have brough|
A r t

Spiegelman’s

Pulitzer-
Prize-win-
ning graphic

novel (that’s

a long comic

book for

you low-
brow types)

about the

Holocaust,
Maus, to CD-

ROM. They
have ROMs
which have

f anyone in comic bookstodaycan be said to have

inherited the JackKirby mantle, it is Frank Miller,

Like Kirby, Miller achieved wide recognition for his

ground-breaking work in superhero comics.And, like

Kirby, he has been able to inject his characters with a

freewheeling ferocity tempered with a solid streak of hu-

mor and intelligence.

Miller was bom in 1957 in Maryland and raised in Vermont,

where he immersed himself in crimestories and detective

novels after a passing flirtation with comics. Writing, rather than art, occupied most of

Miller's time in high school, and it was only after graduation and encouragement from

artist Neal Adams (whose moody and realistic approach to redefined the char-

acter in the seventies) that he turned toward art and comics. After some early workfor

Go Id Key (Twilight Zone) and DC Comics (Weird War Tales), Miller landed a major assign-

ment at Marvel Comics in the late seventies as the artist for Spider-Man,

In the eighties Miller achieved his breakthrough. Working with such Marvel characters as

1 of 5



expanded acclaimed documentaries

on poetry and the history of

American comic books. Voyager is

unafraid to work with artists who
are not household names; they

have two CD-ROMs by Pedro
Meyer, a Mexican artist who
works with digital photographs.

Voyager’s product line is

very content-driven and at first the

titles seem to have nothing in

common. One thread that may
connect Voyager’s titles together,

though, is the idea of creativity

itself. Voyager has bet that people

will be attracted to truly creative

products, regardless of what form

that creativity takes. At Voyager

that form could be literary—an
interactive Macbeth, Poetry in

Motion; musical—their CD com-
panions on Mozart, Beethoven or

Stravinsky; scientific— Stephen

Jay Gould’s On Evolution; cinemat-

ic—Spinal Tap, Ephemeral Films;

and the list could go on.

Voyager takes tremendous
care with its products. It can take

anywhere from six months to two

years to produce one of their CD-

ROMs. In the case of Who Built

America?, a social history of our

country, it took over three(!?)

years. They even went back and
redesigned Ephemeral Films—

a

collection of industrial and high

school guidance films (the kind

that “used to scare postwar teens

into behaving themselves”)—and
other titles in order to make them
easier to use. The care is evident

on any of their disks. They strive

to make their interfaces “logical

and elegant.” In our experience

their CD-ROMs are consistently

easy to navigate. Another con-

cern of theirs is to fully integrate

each element of multimedia. One
of their innovations has been to

blend video and text in a way that

is almost seamless. Their First

Person series now features the lec-

turers walking among the text of

their work while explaining the

text, such as, artificial-intelligence

researcher, Marvin Minsky sitting

QcfFe>
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Pulitzer Prize-winning graphic novel and ground-breaking
American history from the world of Voyager CD-ROMs

You get a sense of Voyager as a different type

of company when you call for their catalogue.

What you receive is 3
SIXTY: The Voyager Guide

to Interactive Media, which

is “a critical review of the

CD-ROMS we like best.”

Most of the

“reviews” in 3 SIXTY
are of Voyager products,

“but the best programs
from other publishers

are in here too.” They
understand that what
best serves the industry

is for consumers to get

the best products and
avoid some of the

garbage currently on the

shelves. So while you

will find Stephen Jay
Gould, author of Bully

for Brontosaurus in

Voyager’s First Person

series they also have

Microsoft Dinosaurs as

well as CD-ROM’s from

Cambric, Time Warner,

Brpderbund and others. All

of the titles can be ordered

through Voyager.

Call 800-443-2001 for

the Voyager catalogue.
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on his

graphs

their sig-

nificance

or Donald
Norman

who is a

Fellow at Apple
Computers as well as “the guru of

interface design,” who pops up to

criticize the interface in which he

exists.

I had purchased the Voyager

ROM A Hard Day’s Night one day

in an inspired moment in a soft-

ware store, and was impressed
with its creative useful interface,

which combined movie, script, and
documentary into a complete pack-

age. So when the opportunity to

visit Voyager came up, I jumped at

the chance to find out what they

were all about. Staff writer Kevin

Whelan joined me in cruising

down to Voyager on a rainy

Tuesday afternoon.

The atmosphere was friendly,

but a little tense, almost like a col-

legiate library during finals week.

The space is open (there are no
cubicals) so you can’t hide your
work from the scrutiny of anyone
passing by, (including Bob Stein

who omnisciently passed over us a

few times and caringly glanced at

what his staff was presenting to

us.) The staff is young, friendly

and intense about their work.
Nobody glared at us as we made
our rounds interviewing different

workers at their desks. Instead

they all rather willingly demon-
strated what they were working on

and graciously gave us their time.

They even asked for our reactions

and our suggestions. They came
from diverse backgrounds and
there seemed to be a good balance

between, for lack of better terms,

the technologists and the human-
ists. They were all excited for the

possibilities of the medium.

Our main guide was Nancy
Pearlman who demonstrated many
of their products and answered our

C^c>yo -4-0

Voyager’s best-selling release

is a must-see for Beatles’ fans, and
a must-have for anyone wishing to

own one of the most popular CD-

ROMS to date. In fact, “A Hard
Day’s Night” could easily be set

aside as the best ROM to incorpo-

rate film, music, and documentary

into a single product, to date.

Included is the complete, uncut
film, an essay on
the Beatles and
the history of

rock and roll, a

Beatles photo
book, profiles of

the band, cast

and crew, two
short films made
by the same
director prior to

the making of “A
Hard Day’s
Night”, the

movie’s original

trailer, plus a col-

lection of songs (with accompany-
ing video), including “All My
Loving” and Can’t Buy Me Love.”

The film’s historic impact, the con-

tent of the accompanying text, film

and pictures and the ease of navi-

gation all combine to explain why
“A Hard Day’s Night” has received

high marks from MacUser,
Esquire, Byte and CD-ROM World

magazines.

If you are familiar with the

legacy of the Beatles, (and even if

you have seen “A Hard Day’s
Night” many times before in the

film version)
,
you might appreciate

the documentary value of this CD-

ROM, since it depicts the place of

the band and the film in history.

You will also find the navigational

tools in the ROM to be of great

value, since it allows you to

bounce around throughout the film

at your leisure, read the original

script as it rolls along side the film

(including stage directions), or

pause and study, frame-by-frame,

the direction of the movie from a

film-making perspective. The ROM
allows you to pick from a complete

menu of choices at any point dur-

ing the running of the film. If you
want to watch the movie continu-

ously you can choose either a large

screen, which will almost fill a

standard size monitor or a small

screen with the script running
along side. Or perhaps you would
like to look at and listen to the

song clips first. Voyager’s movie
navigation tool is fun to play with,

since it is essentially a pointer

which runs under the screen dur-

ing each scene of the movie. With

no difficulty, you can click pause,

play, fast-forward or rewind just

like on a VCR, or pick later scenes

from the menu and jump ahead.

If you don’t know of the

Beatles (can you believe it, many
kids today have no clue who they

are) you might want to check out

this ROM just to get a feel for the

excitement the Beatles generated

when they were coming of age, as

well as learn something about

<Y&ER.5UR.fER. / 199^



me Beatles

rounding a corner, being chased

by their fans toward you into the

screen. From that point on, I was
hooked and had to explore the

entire ROM.
“A Hard Day’s Night” has

been designed in a manner which

makes the movie more fun to

watch, the music more exciting to

listen to and the documentary on
the history of the Beatles more
interesting to read. It is definitely a

classic.

The one thing to think about

when purchasing this ROM, is that

there may be a new Voyager
release which uses the same for-

mat that may be of more interest

to you content-wise. I would
encourage all to go ahead and pur-

chase this highly- touted ROM
(which can now be acquired at a

discount price in both Mac and
Windows versions) , but keep your

eyes open for subsequent presen-

tations of classic rock-and-roll

films by Voyager, like “Spinal

Tap,” which will surely work off of

the success of “A Hard Day’s
Night,” and take it one, or perhaps

eleven, steps farther.

—L.S.

their impact onH|H|HpHH|
beginning of the ROM will really

grab you, from its opening with

the first lone chord of the title song

blaring out from your computer in

CD-quality, followed by the over-

whelming sound of high pitched

screaming girls, introducing the
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our first

questions
was about
the entire

process of

producing a^ CD-ROM.
She explained

their editorial

process. There is a Voyager review

board that meets and decides

which projects the company will

produce. Proposals come from all

over, both internally and external-

ly. Staff can approach the board

with ideas they feel passionately

about which will translate well to a

ROM. Once the go-ahead is given,

the artist can choose to collaborate

with Voyager’s programmers or

not. (Art Spiegelman, who was a

technophobe before helping design

his ROM, is now thinking of buy-

ing a CD player. There’s a part on

his disk where you get to hear him
complain about the problem of

putting cartoons on computers.)

Peter Giraldi, a producer/pro-

grammer, who has worked on
Baseball Greatest Hits, The Best of

TED: Thoughts on Technology,
Entertainment, and Design and the

upcoming Mystery Science Theater

3000 disk, gave us his outlook on
ROM. What he seeks to accomplish

is to make sure the whole is

greater than the sum of its parts.

ROM users do not just want to

read text on the screen when it

would be more enjoyable in a

book; they do not want to just

watch a movie on a computer
monitor when it would be better

on your TV or a movie screen.

Each piece must be integrated or

else you just end up with “shovel-

ware.” The ROM must go beyond
what is already out there.

Otherwise, it does not make any
sense to make a ROM.

Curiously no one we spoke to

at Voyager, including Christina

Merlo, a producer who is also

responsible for some of Voyager’s

market research, could pinpoint for

us who the “Voyager market” is.

^>0

;eworthy works were

it the festival,

hose a list of finalists

Stein, head of Voyag

what gave rise to the

were looking for worl

An example of Voyager’s

commitment to developing the

computer as an artistic medium
was demonstrated at the Third New
York Video Festival given by The
Film Festival of Lincoln Center. The

opening night’s program was New
Voices, New Visions, an internation-

al contest of original computer work

sponsored by Voyager, Interval

Research and Wired magazine. The
only constraint put on applicants

was “DO NOT ENTER this contest

if you want home shopping, ency-

clopedias and video games to

define the information superhi

way.” The result was a b

tion of multimedia

artists including

photographer

competing f<

and $15,0

of what i

test bro

as far a

Japan,

dozen

demon
T

from al

ranged

Schwarz

film profe

book on Ar

American cu

dreams about t

(“I noticed Arnold

my blouse... I enjoyed F

Anecdoted Archive of the Co
a tour of the Cold War’s effect on

one family. The variety of tech-

niques and content was impressive.

The abilities of the medium were

amply demonstrated, but you also

got the feeling that only the surface

was being scratched. My personal

favorite was The Baird Family Ball

which utilized hundreds of snap-

shots the artist’s family had taken

throughout the years. This playful

piece allowed you to make a mask
from different parts of each family

member’s face—including the

dog—while utilizing poems and sto-

ries that gave a sense of what it was
like growing up in this unusual fam-

ily.

One characteristic that distin-

guished this batch of work from

what is currently out there is the use

of multimedia as a forum for per-

sonal essays. The personalities of

the creators came across and at the

same time the works invited the

user into their worlds. The program

with the most commercial

prospects was Sound Toy, a clever,

fun mosaic that allowed a user to

on part of the pattern and play

r, harmonica and other

5 would love this

them to play

s creator,

rammed
ter, said

hing a

er ses-

ined

“We
e had

e so

e result

ad all

y. We
hg that

for more
ther partici-

etition were con-

fiding a way to sup-

rKs that were more personal

and less commercial. The general

feeling was that this emerging

medium is too important to only

use it to make games. There was

also a sense of optimism that this

was only the beginning and that

non-commercial works such as

these will have more of a chance of

reaching a wider audience. Stein

said he was “blown away” by the

range and quality of this year’s

entries. It will be exciting to see

what comes out of this contest in

the years to come. —K.W.
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Criterion Goes to the Movies

is subtitled A Buyer’s Guide to the

Criterion Collection—which is a

pretty good example of truth in

advertising.
Criterion is the

premier producer

of quality laser

discs. They pride

themselves on
finding the best

source materials

available for their

copies (i.e., going

to original nega-
tives and optical

sound tracks) and
on preserving the

true aspect ratios of the films (the

laser discs are letterboxed so the

entire frame can be seen). This

CD-ROM is simply a catalogue of

Criterion’s product line.

This begs the ques-
tion—why would I pay $25
for a CD-ROM that is just a

sales catalogue? Well, one
reason is that included with
the disk are four coupons
worth up to $125. Anyone
who buys laser discs should

definitely have this. Another

reason is Criterion’s “prod-

ucts” are some of the best

films ever made. Even film

buffs who do not have a laser

disc player will be interested

in this. Over 140 movies are

included from classic

Hollywood to cult films to

foreign film favorites.

There are several cool

features for each film includ-

ing a clip from the film, lists

of the cast and crew and well

done, informative essays.

Some of the laser discs even have

extra features like Martin Scorcese

talking about his cameo in Taxi

Driver, animation tests from Jason

and the

Argonauts, the

theatre trailer from

The Blob, produc-

tion drawings
from Blade
Runner and even
a clip from an
unreleased short

film by Orson
Welles. The inter-

face is really easy

to use.

Other fea-

tures let you search for films by
title, person or even what special

features are on the laser disc.

Want know which laser discs con-

AKIRA

FIND CLIP CAST CREDITS

tain production photos or deleted

scenes; who was the cinematogra-

pher on Close Encounters; or even

which ones feature samurai star,

Toshiro Mifune? No problem, the

answer is just a few keystrokes

away.

While not a comprehensive
film guide, Criterion Goes to the

Movies is useful as a way for film

buffs to learn more about favorite

films or find out about films they

may have not known existed. A
negative note about the disk is

that it does not include the most
recent films added to the Criterion

Collection. —K.W.

Akira was transferred from a newly created print with

an aspect ratio of 1 .85:1 . The sound was taken from a

Dolby surround encoded PCM 1630 digital audio

master tape.
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When pressed

she finally

relented,
“Our mar-
ket is Boh,"

she said,

referring to

Voyager co-

founder, Bob Stein.

The highlight of our visit was
a demonstration by Criterion’s

Peter Becker of the upcoming
Spinal Tap CD-ROM, a rare co-

release on laserdisc and CD-ROM.
This is a good example of

Voyager’s concern for content and
its desire to stretch the medium.
The CD-ROM may be a way for

viewers to easily jump to their

favorite scenes. However, for the

programmers it represented a

series of challenges, among them:

improving video’s resolution and
developing multiple soundtracks.

The multiple soundtracks allow

you to listen to the actors and film

makers commenting on the movie.

The best innovation is that you
can override your speakers and
turn the sound up to eleven.

Our tour of Voyager has left

us convinced that Voyager will be

a driving force in the exploration

of the medium for many years to

come. However, many questions

remain unanswered. The question

facing the entire CD-ROM industry

is how many CD-ROMs are people

willing to buy? With prices easily

approaching $50 or more, a sizable

collection of CD-ROMs is out of the

reach of most people. This ques-

tion becomes even more acute for

Voyager. With its deliberately non-

mainstream titles, has Voyager cut

too small a niche for itself?

Considering that “their market is

Bob,” are there enough Bob Stein’s

out there? Do they own multime-

dia computers? This is the gamble

Voyager has taken. With their

achievements in stretching the

medium, it is a gamble we think

(and hope) will pay off.

“Freak Show?
Yeah right, exactly.

I just played the

ROM and am not

sure what it was all

about. I mean, did I

win? Not exactly, I

mean, I think I

explored the whole
game. I went to the

show. I watched the

performances. Like

Harry the Head,
bouncing around in

his jar of formalde-

hyde. And Wanda
the Worm Woman.
She really grossed

me out with that

worm eating thing

she did. Plus, she is

really overweight,

just so unappealing

to look at anyway. Oh, and did you
see Jelly Jack? Talk about gross. I

mean, he’s like a deformed head
with nasal hair sticking out on the

top. He slid out of his glass box
onto the table, sat their for a

minute, and then slid back in. I

heard he has no bones. Then there

was that Bouncing Benny the

Bump. You know, I

once saw a guy in

the subway that

looked like him.
He’s got this really

huge outie belly

button thing going

on. We’re talking

huge. Like, I had to

look twice to make
sure I was seeing

the thing right. Just

this great big extra

appendage in the

middle of his stom-

ach. Talk about
abnormally gross!

And I think I

caught a glimpse of

Herman the

Human Mole in his

little box. He was
playing a miniature

piano or something. Weird looking

little guy. Glad he didn’t poke my
eye out. 1 spent the most time
recovering from all those strange

freaks in the Residents tent. Cool

music, except I avoided the weird

guy with a one-eyed head.”

Well, that is just an introduc-

tion to Freak Show. It gets stranger

than that, but it

also gets a little

bit more human.
Cause just when
you think you
have seen all you
can see, you real-

ize that no-one is

going to stop you
from going
behind the “No-
Admittance” sign

and venturing
into the personal

back-stage trail-

ers which belong

A face only a mother could have.
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to the performers. It is quiet back

here, the rooms are empty (most of

the time), and you are free to

browse through personal belong-

ings, read diaries, look through
photo books or at paintings, enjoy

comic books and even watch
movies which are all too telling

about the ones they belong to. The
belongings which you discover in

each trailer reveal intensely human
characteristics about each of the

not-so-human performers. Some
details of their existence are deep

with meaning; others are sadly

empty. Harry the Head has
absolutely no redeeming qualities,

except that he once painted sun-

sets. A collection of his paintings

leans against the wall in his trailer,

and you can flip through them at

your leisure. Wanda the Worm
Woman worships with the Bible in

her trailer, and has marked a num-
ber of passages for you to read on
the role of worms in God's king-

dom. She may walk in on you in

her trailer, sit down, and begin to

cry. And there are just enough
clues in her trailer for you to figure

out why.

The behind-the-scenes world

of Freak Show makes the bizarre

collection of characters all seem
almost real. The best way you can

learn to respect them, is to be a lit-

All the best freaks are here—from Harry the Head

tie disrespectful and get behind Go behind the scenes to see that

their act. It is worth your while to they too are human and have
learn their histories, put together motivations like the rest of us,

their relationships to each other, although they are a little on the

and understand the dynamics of unconventional side. The graphics,

why they put themselves on dis- animation, music and navigation

play as “freaks.” are superb in this ROM. And
Real life alternative band The although the message is obscure al

Residents, who collaborated on the start, it is worthwhile to poke

this project with director Jim around long enough to figure out

Ludtke, obviously intended for us that there is something intriguing

to view them in this light as well. going on behind the scenes. —L.S.

to Jelly Jack and Bouncing Benny the Bump
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What is Mosaic? Mosaic is

a type of software,

which, when combined
with the proper hardware connec-

tion to an Internet gateway, allows

users to browse other networks
around the world at breakneck
speed, as if they could connect

directly to each server through a

local area network.

Mosaic is unique in that it is

the first browser to incorporate

high resolution graphics, CD-quali-

ty sound devices, and hypertext

file-linking in a fast, easy-to-use

format which turns exploration of

the Internet into a fun learning

experience. Mosaic comes in ver-

sions for Mac, PC-Windows, and
X-Window System. It is better than

any on-line modem service,

because the speed of transmitting

data over the Internet blows away
any current records for the passing

of electronic data over modem
lines. Mosaic is currently the most
popular tool for building Internet

sites, and everyone with servers

on the Internet—from big corpora-

tions to college students—seems to

have a Mosaic “HomePage” in

which they can enhance the infor-

mation presented in their site.

The way it works is the “pre-

senter” must have a directory

which can be explored by the pub-

lic. The public accesses the site

through a given Internet “gate-

way.” Within the directory set up
by the presenter, any number of

informational files can be stored,

which users will be able to peruse

by means of a gateway connection

and their own Mosaic software.

These files usually have a title,

such as “Jim’s HomePage” com-
bined with maybe a picture, some
text explaining the page, and then

a menu of choice of other files

available on that particular server

or directory. The menus appear as

text within the document, but are

highlighted in blue, or some other

selected color, which allows the

user to simply click on the text to

n
http: //frteroom aaup . u*c edu/FfeRoom/documents/Cates/42ho«afdS tern, html

Howard Stem, Radio Personality

Date: 1985 - Present

Location: USA

Subject: Behavior

Medium: Radio

Artist/Author/Produeen Howard Stem, Infinity Broadcasting Corporation

Confronting Bodies: Federal Communications Commission

Dates ofaction: 1988-1994

Location: New York, NY and nationwide

Description ofthe Art Work

Howard Stems commentary referenced sexual and excretory activities and organs d

File Edit Options Navigate Annotate Starting Points Help
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Late Night with David Letterman (1982-1993)

Late Show with David Letterman (1993-)

One of severalWWW Servers ofthe excitement, the pageantry, that is Dave.
"
That's right He's funny all the time, twenty-four hours a day It's unbelievable He never stops beingfunny. Day and night

" --- Merrill Markoe, "Ex-Gal

Pal* Late Show10 Oct 94

Credit to Aaron "Net.cop . On The Edge!" Barnhart for the FAQ, the Song List, and the Late Show News Aaron, die keeper of the FAQ and the FTP site, can be

reached at <letterman@mcs.net>

Looking for the FTP site?

You may reach file FTP site at fip mcs.net, in directory /mesnet users/bamhart/ letterman This is all coveredm file FAQ. If you haven't read it, read it now

Looking for the Top Ten Lists?

The Top Ten List listserver no longer exists, due to the sheer volume of traffic k generates Hence, a new newsgroup, alt fan letterman.top -ten has been created

Contact your news administrator if your server does not carry it.

The alt.fan letterman newsgroup - come, join the fun!

List of Upcoming Guests on Late Show With David Letterman

Time magaane article on Muubur &Sirahd

MITs Late Night Talk Show Monologue Browser (Requires X-Windows) Unavailable untilfurther notice

The alt fan.letterman FAQ Version 90S available someday

The Tom Snyder FAQ

m «-» i . . - — • « T T
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NCSA Mosaic- Sony
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NCSA Mosaic - Into the Flood Again!

File Edit Options Navigate Annotate Starting Points Help
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m Music

Artist information, tour schedules,

sound clips, cover art, music video

Movie information, theatre

information and previews.

Product information

new technology and price lists.

Software information

video game information

and game graphics.

Well, here's the standard disclaimer, I do this because I like the music of Alice In Chains. This doesn't mean I know everything there is to know about them fin fact I

know very Me). But, I do have some time to work on this page, and would LOVE to include anything you might send me regarding AJC!

Most of this information was gathered via FTP or Gopher, I have to admit in some cases I deleted the original author's name (stupid of me) So, here's credit to

whoever originally compiled the uncredited info.

What's Mew (1 1/16/94)

Jail.

Sophie B. Hawkins
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Albums
Clicking on the small picture brings up a larger jpg file (all are under 65k m size), clicking on the CD title brings up the lyncs to that CD.

Ifyou have inline images off, click here.

go to the next file. When a user

makes a selection, Mosaic auto-

matically closes the current file

and loads the new one in seconds.

Some more advanced sites,

like the Library of Congress
Vatican Exhibit, have clickable

maps which allow you to visually

explore the directory of files, as if

they were rooms in a museum,
with audio explanations of the pic-

tures and text which are presented.

The Mosaic home page exists as a

text file in the format of “html” or

“htm.” These files can be created

and modified with great ease in

almost any text editor program.

Pictures, sounds and movies can

be loaded quickly from the
^ ^ ^ ^ rirc ^uk vpuuiib naviyatc wuiuiaic o<am

Internet through local exe- bbanbeabasia
cutable programs like “L-

View,” “X-ing Player,”

QuickTime or just about any
type of player which you
select as your primary viewer

for the specified type of file.

Just as your computer can be

configured to play certain

sounds or load background
pictures when you start-up

your computer, so can Mosaic

be configured to automatically

load up the proper program for

acebfr Columbia CK 46075 - 1990

Mosaic is currently

the most popular tool

for building Internet sites.

which allow you to access pictures

and sounds in Mosaic, you can
easily download (another feature)

shareware versions of players at

no cost from the various servers

on the Internet.

This all sounds great, right?

But what exactly does an individ-

ual have to do to obtain Mosaic
software, what are the hardware
requirements, and what are the

costs? Well, here is the good news.

The Mosaic software is free for

academic, research and internal

business purposes. It can be
NCSA Mosaic - interne! Underground Music Archive

file Edit Options Navigate Annotate Stalling Points Help

Lair SreakmeNevs
Srovse individual bands from a server convemenlfy healed nearest you

IllMA WwtHe.airt..Ct'»aici or duilisa version

1UMA East Heavy Graphics or dull text version

IUMA Europe:' .
" C-r ,shi:

.

or c i«t version

Or leap directly to a recordlabel's site Including

The ambient Altemet Scuac Realities, tfie sonicaBy challenging Bedazzled, the major with indie tendencies DOC, deep

bone-crushing bass withDM beating rhythms of Africa from OMO . get splattered by OWAR. Californian folk music label

Harbor, San Francisco alternative label i ievdav. the rhythmic slashes and tearings of San Jose’s Ionic Entertainment

uncompromising Bay .Area rock with Quagmire, the self-styled Reality Society, social awakening with Relentless Pursuit, the

premier ambient label Stleiit . Berkeley misfits Son of Bestrklev . independently lo-fi TeenBea i and, the king of labels. Warner

Powered bv SiliconGraphics
1 > > Computer System*,

.

playing or viewing the file you
choose to access on the Internet. If

you don’t know what players you
have available on your system, or

if you don’t have any players

downloaded off of the Internet by
anyone with an online service

account and can even be acquired

from a friend without breaking the

law. However, right now, unless

you are a college student with

access to the schools computer
system, or a government employ-

ee, or unless you work for a com-
pany which has enough cash to

pay for and maintain its own gate-

way to the Internet, you might find

it pretty difficult to obtain (never

mind understand) the proper hard-

ware setup which will allows you
to browse beyond your own home.

Luckily, most on-line services

realize the importance of getting

you access to the net, and are cur-

rently building full-fledged

Internet browsers. This will

provide many more people
with connection to all of the

great servers out there.

However, even if on-line ser-

vices can get you onto the

Internet and try to give you all

of the options available in

Mosaic software, you will

inevitably encounter delays in

the transmission of the data,

since you will still be receiving

data over a phone-line.

Probably the best thing to do is

invest in an on-line service

which provides full Internet access

with a text-browser to cut down on
the transmission time, and sit tight

until you can get direct access to

the Internet.
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NCSA Mosaic - UNABOM Press Release
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NCSA Mosaic - Federal Bure
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! UNABOM
$ 1 ,000,000 Reward

: SERIES OF 14 UNSOLVED BOMBINGS

Beginning in May, 1978, a series of 14 bombing incidents have occurred across the United States for which there is no apparent

explanation or motive. No person or group has been identified as the perpetrators) of these incidents. The explosions have taken

place in seven states from Connecticut to California. As a result of these bombings, one person has been killed and 23 others

injured, some grievously. There had been no incidents identified with this series of bombings since 1987. However that changed in

late June, 1993, when a well known geneticist residing in Tiburon, California, and a renown computer scientist from Yale

University, New Haven, Connecticut, opened packages which had been mailed to them and both were severely injured when these

packages exploded.

Reproduction of the FBI seal is prohibited under Title 1 8, United States C
Section 128-1.5007.

Federal Bureau of Investigation

FBI Mission

The overall mission of the FBI is to uphold the law through the investigation of violaho

intelligence efforts, to provide assistance to other federal, state, and local law enforcei

to the Constitution and laws of the United States. This mission is further divided into fi

Criminal Law Enforcement

Foreign Counterintelligence

Investigative and Operational Support

Law Enforcement Services, and

Direction. Cc

eason for making this information available

Description ofUNABOM

Chronology ofthe UNABOM crimes

FBI Cases

Cool Internet Stops.

Alice In Chains (http:// www.

teleport.com/~mikec/aic.htm)

A very cool example of a sin-

gle-Artist music database.
Included are 24-bit color images of

the album covers, lyrics, album
release information and catalog

numbers, a history of the band,

discography, a list of addresses for

mailing lists devoted to the band,

Fan Club information and guitar

tabulature. Designed by Mike
Coleman (mikec@teleport.com).

The File Room (http://fileroom.

aaup.uic.edu/homepage.htm)

A creative idea for building

databases of information with
focus on a particular topic - in this

case, censorship. The pages are

well designed, the directo- _
Annotate Start!

ries are wen organized, (^RTqicTOFfiwgifMigiB

and the information is

mind-baffling. You can
look up (and also, add)

detailed censorship cases

by date, location, grounds

for censorship, or the by
medium censored. The
cases currently stored date

back to B.C. years and
trace all around the world.

A brilliant idea, and a site

well-worth exploring. They

even offer you help

screens! Produced by

http: //sunsite. unc. edu/D ave/difun. htmJ

This is the Doctor Fun Page

At this time, the UNABOM Task Force would appeal to the public for assistance. For this purpose, a one million dollar reward
is being offered for information which results in the identification, arrest and conviction of the person(s) responsible. Contact the

UNABOM Task Force at 1 (800) 701- 2662.

edu/Dave/drfun.html)

Yes, the web has its own
comic site, you can’t find it any-

where else. Its Dr. Fun, similar to

Far Side humor. Tune in daily to

get a laugh, presented in 24-bit

color. Designed by Dave Farley

(dgfl@midway. uchicago.edu).

Internet Underground Music

Archive (http://www.iuma.com/)

Self-billed as “The Internet’s

first free hi-fi music archive,”

IUMA has set a standard for low-

cost net commercialism. They offer

independent bands and solo artists

the opportunity to be seen and
heard on the net for a very low fee,

and best of all, they perform all of

the scanning, recording, and digi-

tizing of the marketing materials

for the Artists. IUMA also show-
cases various established Indie

and Major Labels. I give the IUMA
page high marks for its

business style, excellent

graphic and sound pre-

sentation, and content.

However, the IUMA site

is also one of the slowest

to visit. It can take up to

10 minutes to download
a 30 second soundbyte.

Hopefully, some rocket

scientist will figure out

soon how to translate this

stuff faster! Designed by

IUMA (All contents

Copyright 1994, IUMA).

—L.S.

Randolph Street Gallery with the

support of the School of Art and
Design and the Electronic

Visualization Laboratory at the

University of Illinois at Chicago,

and the Chicago Department of

Cultural Affairs.

Late Show with David Letterman

Web Server (http://bingen.cs.csbsju.

edu/letterman.html)

Did your eyes close on you to

early last night? Didn’t you even

stay awake long enough to hear

Dave’s top ten list. Or maybe you
drifted off right as he started to

read number 1? Wellnever fear,

Letterman lovers—Dave’s Page is

here. Designed by Jeff Hoffmann
(jahoffma@bingen.cs.csbsju.edu).

Dr. Fun (http://sunsite.unc.

NCSA Mosaic - The Doctor Fun Patje Id

Today's Doctor Fun in 24-bit jpeg format

Easter Egg

Your questions answered about Doctor Fan

Today's Doctor Fan andThe Doctor Fan Page from fee Information Liberatum From

Today’s Doctor Fun and The Doctor Foil Page from tFU

laiest.jpg: 64Ox4B0x!f>./ Million - LV'iew 3.1
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DOCTOR FUN 21 Nov 94

Pandora’s Pinata

Tech,

Sip

today’s Doctor Fun and The Doctor Fun Base from Mor
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T
his is “The Scene”, your
guide to bulletin boards, and

related services around the

world. Our first stop is New York

City. Why start in NYC? 1 live here.

This is my base of operations

—

everywhere I travel in cyberspace

starts here. If you’re not from New
York, please keep reading. I’ve

traveled across the United States

and I brought something back for

everyone.

SONICNET 212-431-1627

(32 lines)

No doubt about it SONICNET
is the coolest BBS in the world! A
relative newbie, this board was
started June 1st of last year.

Although SONICNET is in it’s

infancy, it stands way above the

competition by using a very old

concept. Instead of offering many
services and trying to be a small

version of CompuServe, SONICNET
is theme-based.

SONICNET won’t have the
latest demo from Lucas Arts or

details on DOOM II. What it does

offer is the most extensive and up
to date information on the alter-

ative music scene. SONICNET has

everything from downloadable

any problem getting around. You
can enter the store and search

through a seemingly never ending

database of CDs that you can then

purchase on line. Or go the mes-
sage area to post messages about

music, locally or worldwide, over

the Internet. SONICNET also offers

on-line magazines, most of which

are free. Some, such as the EYE,

cost as little as two dollars to

download. You can also download
GIF maps that contain directions to

clubs in every major city in the

United States. The system is well

maintained, easy to use and rela-

I10RE BBS * FILE BENI

Modem Operated Remote Exchange Bulletin Board System

<F>iles * MORE BBS File Areas *

<2>Zippy File Search Database

<1>0hoose Your Download Protocol

<i1>essaae Area , , , Recsd/Leaue

<D>at abase Area . , , BBS List

< E >Ha i I , , .Elect ron i c fja i. 1

<X>Exit to [lain Menu

<1>Upload files

<

3

>F

i

1 e Manager ( Down 1 oad/Up 1 oad )

<5>Helpful Files &

< T >h i s %. That (Miscellaneous)

<S>pecial Interest Areas

<*>Page Sysop (Subscribers Only)

<H>elp <@>Time <U>ho's Online <J>oin Conference/Page Users <G>oodbye

<$>Subscr ipt ion Menu ... See what MORE BBS offers to subscribers

music by unsigned bands to maps
of clubs in the New York area.

Looking for fellow Pixies fans

across the Internet, or for the bio

of obscure Seattle bands such as

the Fastbacks? SONICNET is the

place to be.

SONICNET supports RIP and
ANSI. Either emulation is set up so

that the first-time user won’t have

tively cheap—at $10 dollars a

month.

If you’re into alternative

music and don’t feel that the major

online services have what you
want—quit AOL, CompuServe or

whatever—and join SONICNET.
This place is worth the long dis-

tance call.

MORE BBS 716-444-6952

(64 lines)

MORE BBS is a go
full service board, a bot

trying to keep up the w
changing needs of i

clients. The complete opf

site of SONICNET, MO]Protocol Selection

File Arta Hapwmm

RIPscrip 9600 -N81 FDX
j

COM! RIPtern 1,54.00

II

<H>elp UOTiwe <H>ho's

<$>Subscr ipt ion Menu

Unline <J>oin Lonterence/Page Users <U>oodbye

. . . See what MORE BBS offers to subscribers
-
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The people who run MORE
are trying to bring it up to date and
are friendly, as well as apologetic

for their shortcomings. MORE fol-

lows a “proceed with caution” phi-

losophy. This promises that any-

thing MORE has available now will

be in perfect working order, but it

is slightly frustrating. Especially

when it’s been months since they

installed a new satellite dish, but

they still haven’t worked all the

kinks out of it yet. The dish, when
installed, will give MORE the capa-

bility to carry every Internet and
Fidonet conference, as well as

many other services usually identi-

fied with larger boards. It won’t

come as a surprise to find that

MORE keeps some of its best fea-

tures in beta-testing forever.

MORE has a lot going for it

—

in spite of the problems mentioned

above. I know of no other board in

the New York area that dedicates

as much of its hard drive space to

games. MORE has a seemingly
infinite amount of shareware and
patches. The board was also quick

to jump on the 28,000 bps band-

wagon, which is convenient for

those people lucky enough to own

a modem that fast.

I like the people

on this board,
including it’s sysop.

I also would like to

give MORE a good
review. Hopefully in

a few months that

will be possible. For

now, the best I can
say is that MORE is

worth checking out,

but I’d hold off on joining until

they catch up to the rest of the

world.

SU3 POP Loeer@eubpop.com

The record company that

brought grunge to your stereo now
brings it to your home computer.

By the time you read this, Sub Pop
will be offering enough cool

stuff—World Wide Web,
Anonymous FTP—to make it a

very popular Internet stop. You can

also order music online and receive

bio information on Sub Pop bands.

The best feature Sub Pop has to

offer is called SUBPOP-L.
SUBPOP-L works like a net

news group, except it runs out of

your E mail address. To subscribe,

mail Lose@subpop.com and put

<Subscribe SUBPOP-Lyourname>
in the body of your letter. After no
more than two days, you’ll find

about sixty five letters in your mail

box. SUBPOP-L isn’t restrained to

SubPop bands, or music, for that

matter. Self described as a “free-

reign, noise filled info-exchange”,

SUBPOP-L always has something
interesting enough happening to

make it worth scanning through
the eighty plus letters you’ll

receive.

Know a great board? See
something cool that you want
share with other people? Think
that I was wrong about a review?

E -mail me at <FSK@more
bbs.com>.

—F.S.K.
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& More

COLUMNS
VGA

By Michael Foegelle
Great iv/e Conput ing

Services
Copyr i gh t 1993

This progran is a
SHAREWARE product

.

P 1ease reg ister

.

SCORE m&£-

Elga
r:
WtXU/jBBB826

wM ..

WNMBj
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I — Rotate gens up
J - Shift gens left
K - Rotate gens down
L - Shift gens r igh t
Spacebar - Drop gens

Esc - Pause gane
Ctrl -S - Toggle sound
Ctrl -Q - Qu i t gane—mm

Even though I'm sick of Tetris type games, I still need
something to do while talking on the phone.

Welcome to downloads. As
you may have guessed,
this column deals with the

largest and most silent segment of

the computer software market.
Programs that let you “play before

you pay” are in more homes than

software sold by traditional meth-

ods. The problem is that there are

too many useless programs float-

ing around in cyberspace. My goal

is to sort through the muck—in

order to find the really worthwhile

stuff. As to why I picked these

programs to review, you won’t find

any logic to it. This is what I’m

into at the moment. Please send
your complaints • to FSK@
morebbs.com.

COLUMNS shareware VGA, at

least a 256. By Sound Barrier.

Registration $15.

I promise this will be the first

and last Tetris clone reviewed by
any member of the CYBERSURFER
staff, past, present or future. The
shareware market is overrun with

mediocre Tetris clones. The game
has been done to death. Note to

programmers: I don’t care what
new cool thing you come up with.

If you send me a Tetris clone, I’ll

hurt you really badly. I’m not
going to say how, but I will find

you and make you pay.

Even though I’m sick of

Tetris type games, I still need
something to do while talking on
the phone. Originally developed for

the Apple II, COLUMNS is still the

best game of its genre. COLUMNS
has been around a while and it

shows. The game is easy to set up,

glitch free and takes about 30 sec-

onds to configure. COLUMNS
works like Tetris—things fall and

need to be matched
up correctly. What
makes COLUMNS
different from other

Tetris style games
is that it incorpo-

rates a diagonal
level of play.

Because COLUMNS
is responsible for

getting me through

more then one bor-

ing conversation

with my grandmother, I recom-
mend you register your copy.

NITEMORE 3D, 366 minimum.

Registration $15.

As the name implies, NITE-

MORE 3D is part of the Castle

Wolfenstein 3D genre. Basically,

you’re in a mad scientist’s haunted

house. Your mission, surprisingly

enough, is to find the clues that

lead to him. Along the way you
fight different creatures of the

night and you kill them or you get

killed. Eventually, the two of you
meet and battle it out.

So the story line is about as

rehashed as it gets. What can I

say—the game is a lot of fun! In

order to save you some time,

here’s a few hints. First, lower the

sound. My Atari 2600 was less

annoying to listen to. I needed four

Advils to get over this one.

Second, the game has three levels
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of difficulty—start

out on the hardest.

The game is

designed so that

you have to look

for a lot of hidden

passageways. As
far as I’m con-
cerned, I want as

many bats and
ghouls attacking

as the game will

allow, otherwise
it’s kind of dull.

Finally, don’t

attack the first guy
you see, lie's the Ga |actix
main villain and no
game should be that easy.

I liked everything about
NITEMORE 3D except for the

sound quality. The graphics were
interesting, if a bit underwhelm-
ing. The environment was well

thought out, although a bit

unchallenging. I would have liked

to give this game a better review,

but it’s hard to give this sort of

game a fair review, when we’re

living in a post-DOOM world.
Overall, the game is worth check-

ing out, although I wouldn’t put it

at the top of my download list.

GALACTIX by CYGNUS SOFT-
WARE VGA, at least a 266 freeware.

The year is 2019 and you

is one of the best games of its kind.

have to protect the earth from
Aliens. This game is the great-

great-great-grandson of Space
Invaders. The bad guys come at

you and you shoot them before

they shoot you. If you like killing

things, then this game is for you.

Personally, I like killing things.

What I mean is—I like killing bad

guy aliens, so don’t start e-mailing

me just to tell me that I’m sick (I

get enough of that sort of mail as

it is)

.

GALACTIX is a well made,
obvious game. You have seen it

and done it before. But the fact is,

the reason games like this are still

around is that they are a lot of fun.

If you’re in the

mood to kill

aliens, you might

as well do so by
playing GALAC-
TlX.It’s one of the

best games of its

kind. Sure, go
ahead and down-
load it. You’ve got

plenty of time on
your hands.

WAY TO GO
for America OnLine

(Windows version)

needs VBRUN200.
If you can run

AOL for Windows
you can run WTO. $15 to register.

Yes, it’s a utility. No, nothing

blows up. Yes, some people actual-

ly request this sort of information.

I promise to only review one utility

program per issue. Besides, this is

a really cool utility.

If you’re a member of AOL,
you need this program. Produced

by Prism Elite, WAY TO GO (WTO)
gives AOL’s interface some much
needed muscle. This program is

packed full of great stuff and once

you start using it, you won’t be

able to live without it.

WTO allows you to put your

most used commands, text and
sounds in its pull-down menu.
This speeds up navigation to the

places you go to most often and
makes communication a lot easier.

The WTO clock allows you to set a

time limit, so you won’t be sur-

prised four hours later that you’ve

lost yourself to the online world.

When you log off, WTO shows you
how much time you spent online

and how much you’ll be charged.

The one feature that makes this

program indispensable is that it

takes full advantage of Windows
“multitasking” environment. WTO
allows you to minimize AOL while

you’re downloading. This makes
WTO an invaluable program and
takes the sting out of living at

9600 bps. Definitely worth check-

ing it out. —F.S.K.
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The Pipeline: Information, Software. Accounts

‘^jns Bookmark! Refresh Advanced Help

About the Pipeline

Options Bookmark! Refresh Advanced Help

File Edit Refresh Advanced Options

A brief introduction.

Who and where we are

The Pipeline software for Windows and Macintosh.

(And. Licensing the Server/Ckent version)

Our rates.

How to subscribe (or try the service).

Besides our local New York Dtp numbers, the Pipeline now otters nationwide
access through local dialup numbers provided bp Sprintnet. for a smal
hourtp surcharge ($2.50 or $5. depending on time of dap).

We also now have local numbers in White Plains (Westchester Countp) and
Hempstead (Long Island). We charge nothing extra for use of these numbers.

Our software is the newtp announced winner of the PC Magazine Editors'

Choice award. To get it. you can telnet to pipeline.com and log in as
guest. Or you can have your modem dial 212-267-6432 (high speed) or

212 267 7341 (2400 baud) and log in as guest If you're cattng our 914
number (914-448-7600) or 516 number (516-568-8000). type "pipeline" when
you connect and then enter "guest" as pour login name.

®No secret codes. NO DOS
VERSION! Many buttons. Much
clickage. Spend more time surf-

ing the Internet and less

trying to get there. If you want to you get to create. Double-click to

find a FILE , click tfUHle” butto®
Pipeline asks if you have a particu-

lar file in mind or if you want to

have Pipeline search for files for

you- 1 if m
If you want to read your

MAILJpress the! “Mail” button.

own

L
Internet—full of pictures and
icons and lists—just Waiting for

you to make a few mouse clicks

and go surfing. If you can’t, don’t

worry. You aren’t alone. Look at

the pretty screen pictures and read

the captions. When you are done,

we’ll continue. 1
“*“*

OK, then. Pipeline will put

you on the Internet fast. No messy
setup. No unholy TCP/IP configu-

"Pipeline is the Baywatch of cybersurfing
This isn't to say that they aren't doing

something important here.
You just don't have to think very hard.
Just look around and enjoy the ride."

rations. No tech support calls. The mail interface is comparable to

Install the software for your PC or any good e-mail package. You
Mac. Dial. Surf. manage your messages in folders

For a free copy of our Windows or Macintosh software, send pour (postal)

address to windisk@pipehne.com or macdisk@pipeline.com. You can also FTP
our software from ftp.pipehne.com/pub/pipeline.

button to reply.

If you can’t figure out HOW
to do something, click the “How”
button. Do you want to TALK to

someone? I don’t think I need4ej

explain how that works in

Pipeline

is a pattern here and
the pattern is simple. Pipeline is to

the Internet what Hooked-On-
Phonics is to reading. Pipeline is

the Baywatch of cybersurfing. This

isn t to say that they aren’t doing
i something important here. You

just don’t have to think very hard.

Just look around and enjoy the

ride. m
Why is tmfnftappening totS?
This is all happening to usThe main screens in the Windows and Maci

Versions of Pipeline are nearly identical
! “SS .

1

. * & ? .M. ^

Main Menu
Program Manager The Pipeline: Information, Software, Accounts

File Options Window Help
Today's News from the AP and Reuters

Pipeline The Internet: Guides and Tools

The Reference Desk

Arts and Leisure

Society, Law, PoliticsNews

Weather Everywhere
The Pipeline

The Government
File Goodbye! internet Bookmarks Options Help

Other Gophers and Information Servers

Pathways into the Internet Finished N«ws processingsnline tor 1 min

Stock PortfolioThe Pipeline: Information, Software. Accounts

Quick quote (ifyou know the symbol)

ICT SEC filing? on line (EDGAR)

iHl Announcement: Financial Information at the Pipeline

jH] This week's QuoteCom bulletin

jjf) How to Register with QuoteCom

|H Connect directly to QuoteCom

flj Major foreign currencies

(DT Explanations of stock symbols

Today's News from the AP and Reutets

The Internet: Guides and Tools

The Reference Desk

Arts and Leisure

Society, Law, Politics

Weather Everywhere

The Government

Other Gophers and Information Servers

16:40 Online 0 mins

and they resenhble the main a great v
your usual internet provider

An introduction to your Internet gateway

An introduction to your Internet gateway
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Pipeline's; Internet 1

news readers are as easy

to navigate as the best

e-mail programs.

:

SFofdK

An arrow indicates that

the message is a

a previous one.

alt

alt

alt

alt

alt

alt

alt

alt

alt

gggips*

Nf.tn.s f.<mtar
alt tu lots n dark

*(g"cr
Super-Weenie Decisions 1994 21 28 58

^ Cl PwiBts^cse .fau.edu (OfrrerrtaS*) ft*: downtimes SuperrtanMtkes Pri, t$kov ,««,
’** Super-Weenie Decisions 1994 16:17:04

pi aa796#dev«len<J Freenet Edu
(Mchael Seesel

fW: Spmtirws Supaman Mtfcei

Super-Weenie Decisions

_k -GOGGANS, DEBORAH IYN~ Thar OM Gang o< Mne^ ,fAgfl 1 ILig/^ML)S 1C CC UGA .EDV ratings ..area?!

i lb bnrca (JayFong) Re That Old Gang of Mne

Sat, 19Nov
19942253:14

t. f
ratings great I

^ ^ bsive^pipeline com (Brian Alvey) Clone question

Sun, 16 Jan

1994 19:06 53

Thu, 17 Nov
1994 20.04:2$

Wed. 16 Nov
1994 18:49:32

=S>
bai

=C> fif
‘nva Group: 9».(vlots-n-ctark

From: balveyg’pipeime.com (Brian Alvey)

t-\ of kP< Subject: Clone question

A red check mark
0, $

indicates you have already

I read the

Firsshed News processor)

Clone question

I missed the part where they explained the fate of the clones

alt .games .video .cl Date: 16 Nov 1994 18:49:32 -0500

alt.musk .roger -vva

alt .online-service

alt .online-service.

<

altfvJois-n-daik

alt .wiied

Were they all hauled off to jail or did Superman just fty them into the

sun like he did with his own clone?

bytes.

: . .
.

looking forms? He hooked up with

programming guru Uday Ivatury

and they made Pipeline. Simple

Internet interface, but more than

just | flock of buttons.

They weren’t the first graphi-

cal Internet for PCs or Macs, but

they are doing things that no one

else is doing. Pipeline’s coolest

feature is made possible by its

PINK SLIP technology.

I When you do things in UNIX
or a UNIX windowing system, each

of the things happening in a differ-

ent window is a different process.

They all happen at the same time.

No window waits for any other

window.
I

On your PC only one thing

happens at any time. The front

window hogs the machine’s atten-

tion. The windows in the back
have to wait. They suffer. You suf-

fer.

j
But there is a way out. When

you use your Pipeline software

you can open many windows.
Each window’s function occurs at

the same time—they share your
modem line and your PC’s atten-

tion. You can download a chapter

from a book in one window,
search servers for lyrics in another

and still read and write e-mail in

others. When a winidow is done it

tells you it is done and it displays

its contents. 1

Thjs is what PINK SLIP is

managing for you. The same way
Pipeline can handle many callers at

the same time, it can also handle

many requests from a single caller.

Each request is sent a reply by the

server and your PC feeds these

replies into the destination win-

dow. Usually this all happens so

quickly that you can’t even get a

second window open before tiff

first one is done. Way up there on

our Very Hot Feature scale.
|

Your friendly, value-added
Internet provider. If you think

you need more than basic Internet

to have a great on-line service,

Pipeline agrees with you. Why stop

at simple butt-stomping Internet

services? §
When you get Pipeline you

also get stock market quotes. You
get AP and Reuters news feeds.

You get your regional weather.

And if you act now, you get these

lovely cyber-steak knives. Please

ask for Judy when you call and
mention the CyberSurfer.

When you read the “Today”

report, you get your weather
reports and updated information

on the state of the Pipe. They let

you know when Pipeline t-shirts

go on sale and how to get them.

You find out what services are
13^111111111 v f app r m

being added or announced.

They let you know where to

go for business and financial

A
Find and Receive Files

You may want to search the whole Internet for a

particular file. Or you may already know where you want

to get a file from. Enter a filename, or an archive, or

both, and we will take it from there.

f I have a particular archive in mind

lx pipefine.com

t address tee

Go

I have a filename in mind

r

Done

Ente the ftertame tall Of part)

Using Pipeline/

searching for files on the
Internet is as easy as

filling out a dialog box.
j

€M!

can be
in

Internauts

specific
j

requests.

M L
ftrchie/ftp File Search & Retrieoal

You can use this dialogto search for files using Archie or to begin an FTP session ifyouknow the

location (and possiblyname) of the fileyouward to retrieve.

0 Richie Keymord to search for: Ma« hits:

50

Archie Seiners archie.rutgers.edu

Case Sensitiue

0 Partial Matches

<D FTP Host:

pipellne.com

Directory to access: (file name optional)

i

Go!
l
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Beginners can get
onlineWPthe

"Howl section

Help

The Pipeline M
File Goodbye! internet Bookmarks Options Help

Pathways mto Ihe Internet
t

Mail

The Pipeline: Information. Software. Accounts . . j
f

T oday's News from the AP and Reuters
Today

The Internet Guides and Tools

Aits and

h«»s Society. I

OtKet Go|

17:19 Online 38

How do I...

Options Bookmark! Refresh Advanced Help

Find a name, place. 01 anything else on the Internet?

(Find a file (a PC or Mac program, for example}?
" Find resources in a general category (agriculture to zoology)?

Read some Internet basics?

j Get on line with a library?

Look up telephone and zip codes and such?

: Find another Pipeline user?

Find information about the Pipeline itself?

"While everyone is surfing version

1.42c, you are checking out ver-

sion 1 .94, a test version which will

lead to version 2.0. They don’t

guarantee it will be a crash-free

trip, but you can get a very good

idea of the features they are

adding to make the Pipeline

software even more light years

ahead of its competition. I

The Windows software
had a character-based World

f Lrt Hp Text ft Search
|j|

Picture Q File b Connect

information and by the time you
read this they will have the New
York Times classifieds on-line.

Now you can look for jobs through

your Internet provider while you
sit at (work (underpaid)—and they

don’t take a headhunter’s fee. This

means they offer Internet access,

extra features like the big services

and now they have things no one

elsersproviding anywhere.

Beta testing, it's for everyone!

How do I get someone to put key
f -yv

commands in Pipeline rorpjj

those features I’m using all

the time? It’s easy-J ASK
THEM. ft s

Drop them a line on one

of their Pipeline software

Wide Web browser in version
|

1.[Using the beta version for

Pipeline for Windows.jiO, I got an

advanced look at the Mosaic-style

graphical Web browser. It rocked,

Advanced users can get to

their favdrite sites faster

just by
—— -~-T. ,

- — ' — — ==== :

ftp:pipeline.com@/pub/pipeline/screen_shots 3
Options Bookmark! Refresh Advanced Help

V" ——
”p315 .message

8421 8 pipebmp zip

forums. They play requests. Unless

you are really way off

screaming “Bring the Noise!!’ bt a

John Denver gig) , they usually put

them p. If they don’t, they’ll tell

you why the request won’t fly.

Someone asked for a menu
8|| | Kp %

choice “Show My Time On-line”.

They already had one showing
your time this session, but within

the week the next release had a

menu choice showing the time you
have used so far this month,

j
1

ifciijt you cannot wait to see

mese features in later releases

(and weekly updates just don’t

happen fast enough)
,
you can get

a real glimpse of the future by
downloading a beta (not-yet-

ready-for-prime-time) version of

the Pipeline software. These are

the versions they are working on
r the far future (a month or so in

Pipeline terms—they work fast).

but I did get hung up looking at

some home pages. The screen jit-

tered and the software would crash

trying to refresh some of^these

pages| Send ill ybur complaints

about the beta versions and they

"iffwa’k them out. jj H
Some services choose a select

group of users to try their early

beta software. Pipeline has a dedi-

cated section
j

-where users'pick-op
-

the latest betas as they come out.

vfhjfhave a small group of users

test your product? Why not dis-

tribute it to every single user and
get feedback before releasing your™.,

final version? Sounds like they

know what they need to do |o stay

-on top.
^

'

I PI
Windows user tips. Read the

j

pipeline.windows, pipeline. soft- fc

ware and pipeline. beta.windows
news (forums. Ask questions and
read everyone’s answers. These
groups are especially great for new
users. —

[

You may have questions
about certain features when you
first start to use Pipeline, but the

software comes with great docu-

mentation. To Windows and
Macintosh users the software is

very intuitive and you always have

the option of asking the person

surfing next to you in cyberspace

how the game is played.

Macintosh user tips. React the

pipeline. macintosh news forum
daily. If you are having trouble

with the software or you have a

suggestion for a feature which will

make your surfing that much more
exciting, let them know. I dropped

a couple of messages to Arcus
Incorporated, the programmers
who put together the Mac version

of Pipeline, and I got

results. I

At 6:30 PM on a

Wednesday night I sent

four questions to the

pipeline.macintosh forum.

Two were answered within ten

minutes and one had already been

worked into an upgrade which I

had yet to download. Jonah Benton

of Arcus (arcus@pipeline.com)

came Back with some fast

Anyone can download
multiple files— f

all at the same time

Options Qookmark!

1tp:hyperlon.com@/pubfTV/Loi8-and-C!ark

BextPage Befresh Advanced ttelp

1 2599 JIMMY0 1.GIF
3

12642 Jir

12427 Jll

12161 Jll

File Transfer: ->1 56870 LSC-001 .GIF 33-

156870 Lta'km'
23445 UC-FLY1.G

13929 L&C-FLY2.GI

„Wp hawt ipreiveri nil the il.il.i

File Transfer: ->141043 L8C-LOG3.GIF
L

fj& 47839 LIC-FLY3.GIF

20513LtC-LOG1.GIF

2Q157LIC-LQG2.GIF

. Ilia ud/iuaalimt is. mi lit m.iu

File Transfer: ->127720 L8C-SUP4.GIF m
The information is on its way 3

141043 LkC-L0G3.GIF

169777 LIC-SUP1.GIF

49452 UC-SUP2.GIF

File Transfer: ->107338 cain.jpg

the information is on its way .

47638 LtCSUP3.GIF

127720 LiC-SUP4.GIF

23840 LANALANG.GIF

i 19219 LEX-l-01.GIF

\
17618 LEX-L-02.GIF

i 17239 LEX-L-03.GIF

, 15286 LOIS-01.GIF

j 107338 cain.jpg

j 35680 hatch.jpg

\ 138893 Ic.gil

i 137088 lccape.gif

108065 lcdplnt.gif

l, 91768 Icily gif

Lai _yText Search Picture (g,

File Transfer: ->1 37088 lccape.gif

The information is on its way .
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missed many A list of people you might nol

have expected starred in A-

Team episodes includes:

Dean Stockwell; Markie Post;

Isafct Hayes; Boy George and
Culture Club; Tia Carrere; Joe

overwhelmed to find the

complete listing of A-Team
episodes—with guest stars!

Did you know Ken Norton

was on an episode in the

first season? Or that Tracy

Scoggins—Lois and Clark's

Cat Grant from their first

Colonel fohn *H«nn&*l‘ Smith GeoraePeppud
Serge* nl Elliot 'Bed Attitude* fitnctsMrT (Lewren-ce

lieutenant Templeton "Feceman* Peck Dili Benedict

Captain HM "Howling Med * Murdock Dwight Schultz

,

Amy Amend* Allen Melinda Cede*
Tawrua Marla Heuh

. Frankie "Dishpen* Eddie Velez

ij Colonel Lynch William Luckling

Colonel Decker Lance LeGault

:i Colonel Briggs Charles Napier
General Fu&nght lack C-ing

\ Stockwell Robert V«ughr

William "Refrigerator" Perry.

How many of those do you

remember? Yeah, me neither
r
oiter. Brotherjohn -

. Fred Lemer.

Getting your hands on Pipeline

Call 212-267-8606 from any ter
1 ^ I*1 t /i . <

Main Men
Weather Euerymhere

The Pipeline: Information, Soffl[AM daita received (1035 bytes)

s News from the AP am \m New York Forecast for the Next Several Hour

U7 New York Metropolitan Area Weather

(S^l The Latest Surface Radar Map for the Northee

Iff* Quick Access to Forecasts for Major U5. Citie;

U7 Quick Access to the Latest U 5. Maos

tJT The Major Weather Gopher

1!7 Many Satellite Images and F

ICT Forecasts for Cities in all 50

!

l[y Very Bad Wea ther (Floods.
‘

IT International Observations i

vr Nationwide Ski Reports (fro

|j7 Beyond the Atmosphere: A

The Internet: Guides and Tool:

Arts and Leisure

Society, Law. Politics

Weather Everywhere Quick Access to the Latest
data received (554 bytes)The Government

jAM data received (23787 bytes)

Surface Temperature (F)
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© 1994 U.S. Gold Inc. and Visual Concepts
Oominus is a trademark of Visual Concept

i

mm-.

ominus is a new genre of strategic war

game. A real time simulation that blends the

best elements of fantasy role playing and

hand to hand combat, Dominus allows you to

stand back and run the war from above, or grab

a weapon and join the fray. So you can fight

the way you want. And with

7 difficulty levels, Dominus is

fun for first-time players and

war game veterans alike. Defend

your domain from invading

clans by deploying monsters,

casting spells, setting traps,

capturing your enemies and

interrogating them in the dungeon. Then

combine your

helpless prison-

ers with your

hideous monsters

to create your

own more

powerful
j

hybrids.

Each of your decisions causes different

strategies and reactions in your enemies,

so every game

is unique. Grab

your sword and

leap into Dominus.

It’s a cut above, a

step beyond, and

a world apart.

Are you ready
for Dominus?
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T
he problem with reviewing

GEnie is where to start. This

system has so many prob-

lems, I can only assume that the

corporate heads at General Electric

decided to shut the system down
in 1989, but no one could find the

main switch. GE fired the staff and
figured that eventually the system

would breakdown on its own. This

theory doesn’t sound too far

fetched, considering that many
people believe GEnie is actually

run by ten networked Commodore
64’s bought at a garage sale.

Someone at GE
must have found out

in which basement
the GEnie mainframe

was kept and decided

to attempt to make
the system competi-

tive. Almost a year

after I joined GEnie,

(I quit after the first

week), 1 got a truly

lovely greeting card

from GEnie herself

telling me how much
I was missed and
wanted. Missed and
wanted for almost a

year and now she gets up the

nerve to ask me back! To make up
for any problems of the past,

GEnie offered me a new front end

program and fifty dollars in on-

line credit. Holding a grudge is not

my style. Besides, maybe my
example of tolerance will inspire

others to be more forgiving. Peace

and love would sweep through the

world and Van Halen would take

back David Lee Roth. Right.

The front end program
(GEnie for Windows) sucks. The
most annoying aspect of the pro-

gram is that it doesn’t make using

GEnie any more convenient than

any good communications pro-

gram’s preset GEnie menu. GEnie

For Windows tries hard to con-

vince you that you are on America

OnLine, but this only serves to

remind you of GEnie’s limitations.

One nice feature is that when you
move to a different room, different

colors appear at the top of your
screen. They are never explained

(no documentation came with the

disk) , but they look nice and are a

slight distraction from the slow

response time.

Entering
GEnie’s chat area
can only be
described as scary.

The last time I

logged on (7pm to

9:30pm) most chat

lines had five people

maximum. Feeling

that I was only see-

ing the negative side

of GEnie, I entered a

general chat line in

the hope of asking
people to name the

^^^HHHbest GEnie has to

offer. Before asking questions, I

checked out the conversations all

ready taking place. The first line I

read “GEnie needs some coffee,”

followed by “GEnie is running
slow tonight.” I explained that I

was new to the system and asked

“Why are you on GEnie, what
makes it better then other sys-

tems?” Most people I talked to

cited price and online games as the

main reason to belong to GEnie.

Could it be possible that

GEnie didn’t like to talk, maybe
she just wanted to play games?

** Thank you for choosing GEnie **

The most fun you can have

with your computer on!

Copyright ( C ) ,
1994 by

GE Information Services, Inc.

GEnie Logon at: 01:37 EST on: 941205

Last Access at: 00:00 EST on: 000000

Welcome to GEnie (R), the doorway to

the Information Age. GEnie will guide

you through that world and will be at

your command to guide and advise you as

you explore this new age.

GEnie is brought to you by the GE

Information Services INC.

GEnie will display menu pages from

which you simply type a number and

press your RETURN key. (Some computers

label the RETURN key "ENTER".)

Not seeing a price difference large

enough to make up for the lack of

services, I decided to check out the

online games. After downloading
CYBERSTRIKE, which is described

as the easiest game to learn, 1

installed it and was ready to give

GEnie one last chance.

I logged on to GEnie with the

CYBERSTRIKE program.
Apparently CYBERSTRIKE wasn’t

able to enter my user ID and pass-

word correctly. I attempted to

logon manually and GEnie still

wouldn’t accept my ID. I checked

and rechecked everything.

Realizing the amount of E-Mail I

would receive if I blamed GEnie for

something I overlooked, I started

over from the beginning. I deleted

the game, downloaded a new ver-

sion, configured the settings and
tried again. GEnie refused to

accept me.

I started to wonder if GEnie

realized who I was. Could this all

be because I shunned her after

only a week without any explana-

tion? I decided that we had to talk.

I called customer service. I couldn’t

finish the article without reviewing

GEnie’s online games. GE places

ads in every magazine telling peo-

ple that games is what GEnie is all

about. It seemed unethical for me
to not at least try one online game
and CYBERSTRIKE was billed as

their easiest game. Was the logon

process considered level one? After

waiting on hold for 12 minutes, I

forgot about the games. I decided

that writing would be the best way
to clear the air.

Dear GEnie,

Thanks for the second
chance, but I don’t think it was
meant to be. I hope that you will

someday see this as a learning

experience. 1 know that’s how I’ll

remember our short time togeth-

er. By the way, could you forward

the $50 credit to my Pipeline

account?

Sincerely,

Scott

<Y£-ER5URfER. / W\JLA\RY 1995
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Report To The Bridge.
COMPUTERS

£Sc

Welcome aboard the U.S.S.

Enterprise. The bridge is under

your command.

Starfleet has appointed a new Commander of the Starship

Enterprise ": You.

In “Future s Past;

” the new Star Treh: The Next Generation
"

episode for Super Nintendo® you can be any of your

favorite crew members on the U.S.S. Enterprise ". Travel at

warp speed. Transport to distant planets. And... BOLDLY GO

WHERE NO ONE HAS GONE BEFORE™.

•< * * ..
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Beam down to unhnown plan-

ets. But choose your team
carefully. Each crew member
has special strengths.
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Red alert! Enemy ship attach-

ing. Use your shields, torpe-

does and phasers to defend

the Starship Enterprise.
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Future’s Past
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Also coming soon on IBM CD-ROM and 3DO.
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The controls are great, too.

The Flightstick Pro is no There is a trigger along with

mere joystick, no the Flightstick four operated buttons, one of

Pro is “the ultimate combat which acts like a mini joystick,

stick for IBM and compatible It goes left-right & up-down.

PC’s!” The Flightstick Pro On Tie Fighter, for exam-

rocks! It uses two independent pie, this allows you to activate

axes so the up-down motion is shields or choose weapons. CH
free of the left-right motion. Products, makers of the

This allows an almost absolute Flightstick Pro, has agreements

freedom of motion. It also with a bunch of software mak-

means when you pull back on ers to fully utilize the Flightstick

it you are less likely to rip Pro’s features. It allows com-

it off the table. plete control with one hand free

and retails for about $70.

In the relatively brief lifes-

pans of the well-groomed,
young go-getting staff here at

CyberSurfer the world has
changed many times over.
There was the end of the
Vietnam War, the energy crisis,

Broadway’s delightful Cats, the

rise of TV’s Cosby Show, the
fall of Communism and many
other famous events. Surely,

however, the most exciting

changes have happened
in the field of con-

sumer electron-
ics.

Our older
staff members
remember a time
before the inven-

tion of the Walkman
when people would lis-

ten to musicians like

Kansas or The Bee Gees in

vehicles known as Pacers on a

device called the eight-track

tape player. Eight-track tapes
were cumbersome, unwieldy
things—far too massive to slip

into jacket-pocket of a lime-

green leisure suit. Compact
disks and sobriety have made
this scene look quaint. We how-
ever may be at the beginning of

a new revolution. If the
prophets are correct, the mini-

disc is the wave of the future.

Why? Do you remember how
much it cost to update your
music collection to CD? Another
reason is the mini-disc gives
digital quality sound while also

being recordable. The best of

CD’s and the best of cassette

—

it’s so win-win!! They claim you
can record over the same mini-

disc a million times without a

loss of sound quality
(Personally, I don’t have that

kind of time). Blank 60 minute
discs cost about $14.

It’ll be a while before all

records are available on mini-

disc. Current artists include
R.E.M., Eric Clapton, The
Lemonheads, Pearl Jam and so
many more. Oh, yeah the Sony
MZ-R2 portable player/recorder

at left, retails for about $750.
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want the uouact!
expeqience the excitement!

SUBSCRIBE NOW! fkm

THE SCIENCE FICTION UNIVERSE®

* #Each exciting issue of STARLOG
carries you into the challenging

* science fiction universe.^Subscribe

today.and share the voyage. Enjoy the

iTicredible convenjeridl of having

STARLOG delivered to your home—
* * * .and SAVE MONEY!!

New and improved coverage explores the 1

latest news, covers movie and TV previews, 1

^

reveals special FX secrets and presents y -

colorful photographs and exciting interviews \ffi§l m ' %
with actors, writers & directors. * v *

. .

j

Hll it

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION * ./
- * * .

If you-act today arid order a one-year sub’scripticm—that’s tvyelve big

issues—you "will also receive a FREE COLLECTIBLE STAIQjOG BATIK

ISSUE! You pay only $39.97, Saveli19.43 offHhe riewsitand price—AND
receive that STARLOG.COLLECTIBLE-ISSIJE absolutely 5REE! It’s a ter

rific opportunity!
* *

.

SPECIAL 6-MOt^TR SUBSCRIPTION
For a limited time only, STARLOG^ is ojffring a special G-month subscrip-

tion rate. Order toda^ and' receive the next 6.issues ofSTARLOG—that’s

one a month. Yoy pay only*$19.99-^md save $9.71 off* the

newsstand price. * * '
: . .

®ML®@ SrotbsQpOfpOSoms

STARLOG SUBSCRIPTIONS
MAKE GREAT GIFTS!

Mark the Subscription Offer that is right for you. Your Daytime Phone #: ( )

ONE YEAR (USA)
ctoq Q7

ONE YEAR (Foreign)

$48.97 (US funds only)
When ordering a One-Year
Subscription, check here
and receive your Free
Collectible Back Issue.

Send cash, check or money
order to:

STARLOG COMM INT’L, INC.
475 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10016

6-ISSUE (USA)
cfci q qq
6-ISSUE (FOREIGN)
'$25.99 (US funds only)

Method of Payment:
Cash Check aMoney Order

Discover QMaster Cara QVisa

Print Name As It Appears On Your Card

Street

City State Zip

Signature

Total enclosed: $

Account No.

Card Expiration Date: / (Mo./Yr.)

IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO CUT OUT COUPON, WE WILL ACCEPT WRITTEN
ORDERS. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
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More stylin’ than a

Beeper! As useful as a

Watch! Look up in the sky

it’s Swatch the Beep! We
think Swatch has a winner in

this one, a wristwatch with a

built-in pager. It has silent

paging, a twenty-number
memory and eight number
memory protection. You can

also create coded messages

that will only show up as a

pre-installed “postcard.”

It’s available at AT&T
Phone Centers and else-

where. The suggested retail

price is $175. By calling

800-2-SWATCH, you can

activate the beeper though

MobileComm (a Bell South

company). This costs anoth-

er twenty bucks. The month-

ly beeper fees average
around $10 but could be a

little more depending on

where you live. In some
areas you can get a break by

buying a year’s worth of ser-

vice up front.

HRRI

mm i

? •.

We know the prob-

lem. You’re sitting in a

darkened room playing

your favorite flight simu-

lator program or maybe
even Tie Fighter. The
graphics kill, the sound

is booming, but some-

how the illusion just

isn’t complete. We
know the feeling, but

fear not, all is not lost:

The solution—surplus

military hardware!

For a mere
$350 plus

shipping

you can

§

own your own authentic

U.S. Flight Helmet. The
kind worn by Air Force

pilots until 1986.

You can get your

hands on this baby from

the U.S. Cavalry catalogue

by calling 800-777-7732.

They have a wide range of

products for military-law

enforcement
enthusiasts/lunatic fringe

types. If you place your

order early, they may still

have the Russian

Helicopter Helmet—a steal

at $450.

fc>6 CY^ER^uRfER / RY 1995



CHECK OUT THE

Doom If, Dark Forces?
Myst —and morel

You finally got that multimedia com-
puter you've always wanted—now what
are you going to do with it? CyberSurfer

Magazine is your guide into the technology

of tomorrow!

You'll find news, feature articles and
reviews of the latest CD-ROMs, video

games, online services (America Online,

Delphi, CompuServe) and the Internet, vir-

tual reality, music, emerging technology

and hardware.

CyberSurfer tells you which games are

worth buyinq and which ones BYTE! All

reviews include ratings based upon sound,

graphics, game play and overall value.

Informative articles, such as:

*Top Ten Stops on the Internet

*How To Buy Your Next
Multimedia PC

*How To Use Your PC To Get
Through School

*Rock 'n' ROM Another Exciting

Publication From

CyberSurfer Magazine
One Year Subscription
(4 Issues) - $16.97

Yes! Please enter my subscription for one year!

Method of Payment:
Cash Check Money Order
Discover MasterCard Visa

Print Name As It Appears On Your Card

Street

VISA

Your Signature

Send cash, check or money order to:

STARLOG GROUP, INC.

475 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10016

IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO CUT OUT COUPON, WE WILL ACCEPT WRITTEN
ORDERS. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Account No.

Card Expiration Date:

Your Daytime Phone #: (

Total enclosed: $

The Magazine of Entert

PRICE!
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lugging in to Delphi is the

online equivalent of eating

white bread. Delphi may
have put the Internet between its

two slices, but in the end it’s still a

pretty bland sandwich. Delphi is

trying to compete with CompuServe
and AOL for your online dollars. If

you want the Internet, you can
find it a lot cheaper using a local

provider. Adding the Internet

doesn’t hide the fact that Delphi is

astoundingly boring.

Does the idea of having the

“X Files” online seem interesting

to you? If so, stop reading and log

onto Delphi right now. You’re
missing out on important informa-

tion. Having the X Files online

doesn’t seem as cool as the people

on Delphi keep telling me it is. I’m

trying, really I am, but I just don’t

have it in me to care. Now that

Rupert Murdoch has made Delphi

part of the FOX network, you will

be able to get all the information

you want about the FOX networks

shows online. Do you really want
this information? I love the

Simpsons as much as the next

Internet S IG Gopher

Pag e ! o f 1

i PERSON RL FftUORITES tlenu

"ABOUT DELPHI'S GOPHER SERUICE" Text
*** FftQ: FREQUENTLV ASKED QUESTIONS *** (REUISED 11/4) tlenu

4 RLL TA E UORLD ' S GuPt ERS Ilenu

5 BUSINE SS AND ECONQN i cs tlenu

CQfiPUTERS Menu

FREE-NETS AND CQtlflUN I TV ACCESS Menu

FTP: 0OUNLORORBLE PPOGBRIISj DIRGES, SOUNDS flenu

GfiflES and nuos
, tiusi es, nusEs, flho noos tlenu

10 GGUERNftENT AND POL IT ICS Nenu

1 ! HERLTH AND MEDIC I HE tlenu

12 INTERNET INFGRNATIOr tlenu

1 O
t J LRU Menu

H LI8RAR IES AND RESEAP CH GUIDES tlenu

15 SCHOOLHOUSE (K-12) Menu

! 6 SEARCH UTILIT IES tlenu

1

7

SU6JEC T NRTTEfi MENUS Menu

13 THE GRAB BfiG (WITH t. HRT’S NEU 11/23) Ilenu

19 UORLO HIDE UEB tlenu

Ent. er Itesii Number, or EXIT : 1

guy, but I’m not going to pay for

the privilege to a read press
release.

Delphi keeps promising that

changes are coming—the types of

changes that will make you want
to join their neighborhood of the

global village. If these changes are

in the form of promoting FOX
shows, the real change is going to

be how few people will be found

on Delphi. fjl

Overall, Delphi just seems to

be lacking in anything inter-

esting. Even the very cool

Penn & Teller area seems
like someone at Delphi is

just grabbing at straws.

Actually, finding something

good on Delphi just reminds

me of how little is happen-
ing throughout the service.

At the moment, Delphi
doesn’t have anything to

offer that distinguishes it

from the other majors. The
ideas that are in the planning

/ /

J /

stages look even more boring than

what is available now. You might

as well avoid the mass exodus that

is about to occur by just avoiding

Delphi altogether.

—F.S.K.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP

Helping y o u c o n n e c t t o e v e r y uj h ere!

Halt Home (IJRLTHOUE), Internet SIG Homager

Bob Ueauer ( UEHUERR) Assistant Manager

U a y n e H a c L e o d ( U V A T T J ) ,
0 a t a b a s e f1 a n a g e r

> > 0 < <

. e rne t B as i c s
,

V o u r 0 n 1 i n e A c c e s s t o t h e G 1 o b a 1 E 1 e c t r on i c S u p e r h i g h w a y

.

Order Halt's book, written for Delphi Internet users. Type GUIDES 1.

More?
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/egas Sweepstakes

Win a trip for 2 to Las Vegas

to see MGM Grand Hotel's illusion spectacular

EFX
starring Michael Crawford.

Trip includes:

* Roundtrip coach airfare for two to Las Vegas.

* 3 nights/4 days accommodations at the MGM Grand Hotel.

* Two tickets to see Michael Crawford in EFX - a surrealistic

journey designed to take you through time and space.

* $500 spending cash.

How To Enter

Legibly print or write your name, address, and daytime phone number on a standard 3x5 postcard

and mail to: Lord ofIllusions ’Vanish to Vegas" Sweepstakes, P.0 . Box 66, Hollywood, CA 90078

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Legal U.S residents 18 years or older only. Entries must be mailed separately and received by 3/31/95. Winners select-

ed in random drawing on or about 4/10/95. Odds of winning depend on number of eligible entries received. Major winners and travel guests

shall execute an Affidavit of Eligibility & Liability/Publicity Release returned within 7 days or alternate may be selected. Taxes are winner's

responsibility. Decisions of judges are final. Grand Prize Trip for 2 to Las Vegas, Nevada ARV $2,000 must be completed by 12/31/95 and is sub-

ject to blackout dates, conditions and restrictions. These are abbreviated rules. For complete rules/prize description send a self-addressed,

stamped envelope by 3/31/95 to Lord of Illusions "Vanish to Vegas" Rules, P.0 . Box 1247, LA, CA 90078. Sponsored by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc.,

2500 Broadway Street, Santa Monica, CA.
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T
ime Warner Interactive will

be releasing their cyborg
Street-Fighter-style CD-

ROM Rise of the Robots. The
CyberSurfer got a hold of the demo
CD-ROM and oh boy did it look

amazing! !

!

LucasArts, hot off the suc-

cess of Rebel Assault and Tie

Fighter, will be releasing their

Doom-killer, Dark Forces in

January ‘95. If the screen shots

available on CompuServe and
America Online are any indica-

tion this one should be killer!

LucasArts will also be releasing

two non-Star Wars games. FULL
THROTTLE is a dark action-

packed CD-ROM adventure of

motorcycle gangs... cool. Word
has it the Industrial Light &
Magic did the special effects for

the Dig, a CD-ROM adventure co-

designed by STEVEN SPIEL-
BERG!!! I

smell a block-

buster.

Sony
Imagesoft is

coming out with

the eagerly-

awaited Johnny
Mnemonic
video game
based on the

short story by
William
Gibson. Look
for the movie
staring Keanu
Reeves and a

killer soundtrack! !

!

The makers of the Prince
CD-ROM (see page 30) are com-
ing out with the Bob Dylan
Interactive CD-ROM in

December. It will include unre-

leased songs and video clips that

span the artist’s 30+ year career.

The CyberSurfer hopes they have

the sense to put it on multiple

CDs!!!

Digital Pictures is keeping

busy making some of the best full-

motion video products around....

look for Scottie Pippin’s Slam
City Basket Ball, the PC version

of the SEGA CD-ROM, Night Trap,

and their Navy Seal-Voodoo-
Zombie shoot-’em-up Corpse
Killer.

Voyager is coming out with

some surprisingly mainstream CD-

ROMs including the cult classic

Spinal Tap with a way-cool search

feature and 30 years of People
Magazine which will include hot

links by drug addictions, scan-

dalous affairs, and the like.

Excellent.

Paramount Interactive will

be releasing yet another Star Trek

CD-ROM. Deep Space Nine: The
Hunt should be available by the

time you read this. Look for the

CyberSurfer’s round up of every

Star Trek game ever created in

Issue 2! Paramount's SKULL-
CRACKER arcade horror game for

PCs will “appealing to either gen-

der” with giving players the option

to play as SKULLCRACKER’s
female partner BONEBREAKER.
Politically correct or market savvy?

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE is

running at break neck speed to

complete the

Star Trek Generations CD-
ROM... oh boy another Trek game.

Sony Music
will be continuing

its romp into the

information age
by releasing a

number of CD-
Plus titles in

December 94. CD-

Plus titles will be

able to play audio

in standard audio

CD players and
multimedia pro-

grams in PCs... ON
THE SAME CD!!!

Initial candidates

include Mariah

<Y^ER.3UR.fER / 1995



You're not alone anymore.
Carey, Bob Dylan, and Pearl
Jam.

ROCK N’ ROM: Other music
acts getting in on the action

include the Rolling Stones
VooDoo Lounge CD-ROM that

lets you “party with the Stones” in

a virtual hotel room, and The
Cranberries CD-ROM due out in

February. The Vid Grid from
Geffen lets you put together mov-

u 3
t

ing pieces of music videos includ-

ing: Red Hot Chili Peppers
Metallica, Ozzy Osbourne, Gun
N’ Roses, Aerosmith, Pete
Gabriel, Soundgarden, Van
Halen, and Jimi Hendrix.

Medio Multimedia, having
just released yet another line of

quality products (see the Vietnam
CD-ROM on page 26), will be
jumping onto the Internet with a
new online service that incorpo-

rates their line of CD-ROMs.
CyberSurfer got a preview and boy
is it hot!!! Their JFK
Assassination disk is sure to stir

up online debate.

Microsoft continues its quest

to take over the world with their

$10 million dollar marketing cam-

paign to push Microsoft Home
products. Take it easy Bill, we all

love your products, you don’t have

anything to prove.

CompuServe, Delphi,
GEnie, America Online, and
Prodigy have promised major
improvements in Internet access

as soon as they are available!!!

For those of us who want to use

C1 1b&(
'fy r r iUse?

i Experience the most intense

multiplayer action on-line. Play against

real people in a game of move or die, kill

or be killed. COMPUTE rates it "the best

multiplayer game to date". dj

of free online play time.

design by ^PbimUTROniCb
( o * r « • t ( i # i

Anything is possible .

1 -800-879-PLAY. For IBM-PC & Compatibles. Modem required

© 1994 MicroProse All Rights Reserved.
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the Internet today call Pipeline

for a great MAC and Windows
interface at a great price. ..212-

267-8606 and see page 59.

Look for GAMETEK’s
Saturday Night Live 20th
Anniversary two-CD package for

Windows and MAC.
Don’t be surprised if you hear

of more Video Game inspired
movies in the near future. Rumor

has it that Sierra
has been
approached by a

number of interest-

ed parties for the

movie rights to

Leisure Suit
Larry. CyberSurfer

nominates John
Laroquette for the

role. Id software,

hot off of the suc-

cess of Doom H
may be looking at

another dump truck

full of money on their back porch

for the movie rights to their hellish

vision? Who would star in Doom
the Movie you ask? How about

Arnold, Jean-Claude, or Sly?
(No way. It’s made for Hong Kong
action hero, Chow Yun Fat

—

K.W.)

Activision will be releasing a

revised CD-ROM version of the

Atari 2600 classic Pitfall! One of

the programmers told us that he is

going to include the entire original

game somewhere in the new ver-

sion...talk about an Easter Egg!

Blizzard Entertainment's
Warcraft Ores and Humans is

now available... “so what,” you
say? Well, it lets you play head to

head over the phone... cool! Hope
it’s a local call! Grolier debuted a

Wyatt Earp CD-ROM at Comdex
that is part history lesson and part

interactive game.. .we’ll get back to

you with a verdict.

Accolade is working on
CYCLEMANIA the first CD-ROM
motorcycle game created using real

digitized roads—wow.
Accolade's Live Action Football,

NEXT
IJLTLIf/ql

aiv
SALE:
APRIL
B5,
133S

with over 600 full motion video

clips, will be shipping by
Superbowl time.

GameTek is getting ready to

unleash HELL: A CYBERPUNK
THRILLER. It stars Dennis
Hopper, supermodel Stephanie
Seymour (uh, huh huh, cool),

Grace Jones and Geoffrey
Holder. Now we’re talking

Interactive Movie!

Interplay's New Line-Up
includes Buzz Aldrin’s Race Into

Space using hundreds of histori-

cal photos and digitized anima-
tions of actual footage from lift-

offs, space walks, lunar landings

and splashdowns.

Interplay’s Battle Chess
CD-ROM utilizes digitized clay

models to produce it’s cool Star
Wars chess game effects.

—J.M.C.
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CLASSIFIEDS
For as little as $45,

you can reach over 250,000 cyber fans.

DEADLINE: For CYBERSURFER #3 In our office by

May 1, 1995.

For CYBERSURFER #4 In our office by

AUGUST 1, 1995.

BASIC RATE:

MAIL TO:

$15 per line. Limit: 45 characters per line.

Min. 3 lines.

Small display ads—$90 per column inch,

(camera-ready ONLY!)
Punctuation, symbols and spaces count as

characters.

CYBERSURFER MAGAZINE, Classified,

475 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y.

10016

HEADLINE: First line only—Word(s) of your choice
(underline them) will be printed in BOLD
CAPS.

CATEGORY:

PAYMENT:

BEWARE!

Please be sure to indicate the category
under which your ad may be listed. In

the event of space limitations, CYBER-
SURFER reserves the right to place any
ad under a category of its choosing.

Cash, check or money order must ac-

company ad order (Checks payable to

Starlog Communications International,

Inc.) along with a daytime phone number.

CYBERSURFER is not liable or respon-
sible for any product or service printed

in the classified section.

MODELS
PLASTIC MODEL KITS: From and of science fic-

tion, space, movies, figures, TV, etc. Old & new.

Ask for our free catalog. John F. Green Inc. 1821

W. Jacaranda, Fullerton, CA 92633 (714) 526-

5467/(800) 807-4759

LURID £
ALLURING
Signed Pulp Art Poster
$32 each (4 for $100)

The Robert Lesser Collection, valued at
$2 million, is the world’s most prestigious
assemblage of original, oil-on-canvas pulp
art.

Now you can own a unique full-color

his truly

er is personally
poster created to celebrate
American art form. The posl
signed by Lesser. Poster measures 24” x
36” and is printed on heavy studio-qual-
ity stock.

LURID 6 ALLURING
Signed Pulp Art Poster

$32 each (4 for $100)
Please indicate quantity being ordered.

POSTAGE & HANDLING: USA $8.95 each. New
York State residents add 8.25% sales tax.

CANADA $13.95 each. Canadian residents add
10% sales tax. OVERSEAS $14.95 each.

Method of Payment:
Cash Check QMoney Order

Discover ^MasterCard QVisa

Account No.

Card Expiration Date: (Mo./Yr.)1

Your Daytime Phone #: ( )

1

Print Name As It Appears On Your Card

Street

City State Zip

Your Signature

Total enclosed: $

Send cash, check or money order to:

STARLOG GROUP, Inc.

475 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10016

IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO CUT OUT
COUPON, WE WILL ACCEPT WRITTEN

ORDERS.
^ ^Please^allow^ tc^6^eeksjo r^delive ry

.

74- <Y^ER.5UR.fER. / iAAjUAR-Y



CD-ROM

It’s 3 a.m. As FBI Special Agent in Charge, you and you

team respond to FLASH TRAFFIC, our nation’s highest-

level alert. This critical communique is sent only in

the event of a dire national emergency — say,

when international terrorists plant a bomb in

your backyard. The fate of Los Angeles is in

your hands. Your mission: find the bomb
and unplug the sucker before the City of

Angels goes boom. So what do you
wanna do, Boss?

First-person dialogue interface

Written by Chuck Pfarrer, creator of Navy SEALs

and Hard Target. Original music compositions

by Nation Rock Music.

Filmed entirely on location

Cinematic realism

TIME WARNER
Visit your local retailer, or call 800-482-3766 to order. interactive

jink*mass
•MriAACtiVf

Tsunami Media presents

ONE WRONG MOVE AND
IT'S OVER IN A FLASH.

THE ALL-VIDEO, INTERACTIVE TECHNO-THRILLER

© 1994 Time Warner Interactive



the "Vanish to Vegas" Sweepstakes

Win a trip for 2 to Las Vegas

to see MGN Grand Hotel's illusion spectacular

starring Michael Crawford.

Trip includes:

* Roundtrip coach airfare for two to Las Vegas.

* 3 nights/4 days accommodations at the NGM Grand Hotel.

* Two tickets to see Michael Crawford in EFX - a surrealistic

journey designed to take you through time and space.

* $500 spending cash.

- How To Enter

Legibly print or write your name, address, and daytime phone number on a standard 3x5 postcard

and mail to: Lord ofIllusions "Vanish to Vegas" Sweepstakes, P.0 . Box 66, Hollywood, CA 90078

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Legal U.S residents 18 years or older only. Entries must be mailed separately and received by 3/31/95. Winners select-

ed in random drawing on or about 4/10/95. Odds of winning depend on number of eligible entries received. Major winners and travel guests

shall execute an Affidavit of Eligibility fi Liability/Publicity Release returned within 7 days or alternate may be selected. Taxes are winner's

responsibility. Decisions ofjudges are final. Grand Prize Trip for 2 to Las Vegas. Nevada ARV $2,000 must be completed by 12/31/95 and is sub-

ject to blackout dates, conditions and restrictions. These are abbreviated rules. For complete rules/prize description send a self-addressed,

stamped envelope by 3/31/95 to Lord of Illusions "Vanish to Vegas" Rules, P.0 . Box 1247, LA, CA 90078. Sponsored by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc.,

2500 Broadway Street, Santa Monica, CA.


